
@Komos72 Enjoyed reading back through all of the summer reading ideas and 
suggestions, even though I missed most of #titletalk ! 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:13:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62323344741105664 - #1 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr RT @donalynbooks: At some point, reading has to belong to the 
kids. If not during the summer, when? After adulthood? Too late. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:12:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62323179623944192 - #2 
tweet details

@ReadersInk @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Thanks for the chat, YAY! :D 
#titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 01:12:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62323068571353090 - #3 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Thank YOU, @donalynbooks, and to all of the people that make 
#TitleTalk so special. It's a great space for sharing. I really appreciate you! 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:11:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62322773183311872 - #4 
tweet details

@gaepol @PaulWHankins @thereadingzone hah, can you tell I havent recovered. I 
wrote eyes rather than ears. My ears were burning too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:11:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62322726127419392 - #5 
tweet details

@mentortexts @gottsled Love kids recommending books but also everyone 
modeling reading. #dreamworld Have you read Layne's Igniting a Passion? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:11:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62322692950474752 - #6 
tweet details

@cgmodica RT @mrswp93: Summer reading should be one of life's greatest 
pleasures. Why not read "off the list"? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:10:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62322561643581440 - #7 
tweet details

@ReadersInk @KateMessner Which one is the dystopian title? *excited* #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:10:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62322505322479616 - #8 
tweet details

@gaepol @PaulWHankins @thereadingzone my eyes were burning. I thought it 
was sweat from the elliptical. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:09:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62322330692624385 - #9 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @karenterlecky: @msj5ny also rely on goodreads list, 
@FuseEight, SLJ's Heavy Medal, and ACPL mock lists #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:09:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62322259137789952 - #10 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @PaulWHankins: And please, Summer Reading doesnt have 
to be...novels Graphics novels? Poetry collections? M. Cart anthologies? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:08:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321978677280768 - #11 
tweet details

@LaurelSnyder @KateMessner #titletalk It *does* sound a lot to juggle. But at the 
same time, the attention for each title will springboard the others! 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:07:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321727623008256 - #12 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @lindseylea Thank you for joining us! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:06:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321658366664705 - #13 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @katsok @donalynbooks (Note missing tweet here. Menacing, 
isn't it?) Shoot. That didn't work at all. Maybe I can be Book Ninja. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:06:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321653241229313 - #14 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir RT @mrswp93: Summer reading should be one of life's greatest 
pleasures. Why not read "off the list"? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:06:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321578058334208 - #15 
tweet details

@katsok Thanks for another great #titletalk @donalynbooks and @paulwhankins. 
See you on Memorial Day to do it all again. #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 01:06:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321552649232384 - #16 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Oops. That's Memorial Day weekend! No problem with Labor Day, 
yet! Thanks, @cathy_blackler! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:06:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321523112939521 - #17 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir Sooo many of us would love to do so! Say the word! @katsok 
@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Stay up late reading it at #allwrite? #titletalk . 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:06:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321510651666432 - #18 
tweet details

@mrswp93 Summer reading should be one of life's greatest pleasures. Why not 
read "off the list"? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:06:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321452732522496 - #19 
tweet details

@LaurelSnyder @mike_jung @dsantat Yes! I'm excited for this one, for my boys. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:05:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321414233014272 - #20 
tweet details

@lindseylea enjoyed my first #titletalk ! what an incredible resource for this small 
town hs English teacher and all-the-time reader 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:05:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321399901061120 - #21 
tweet details

@mrsknighttweets Great #titletalk! Thanks! 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:05:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321314941243392 - #22 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @paulwhankins No worries, he'll never notice this 
conversation. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:05:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321293026004992 - #23 
tweet details

@teachingfriends I'm glad I finally made it for #titletalk Now off to check out these 
Basher books. 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:05:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321266736103424 - #24 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @teachingfriends Absolutely! ANYTHING is possible. Keep all your 
#titletalk friends updated! :) 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:05:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321219164323840 - #25 
tweet details

@alybee930 Agreed RT @MrSchuReads: Dear @PaulWHankins & 
@Donalynbooks : TY for getting us thinking abt summer reading and summer 
#bookaday . #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:05:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321220644904960 - #26 
tweet details

@mtechman RT @lkstrohecker: Thanks for the wonderful summer reading ideas, 
all! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:05:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321200101195777 - #27 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @katsok Shh. I didn't invite @paulwhankins to see it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:04:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321138549788672 - #28 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Thank you for a great #titletalk! I managed to follow on my 
iPhone and it is quite an accomplishment. Not as easy as my laptop! 
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Mon Apr 25 01:04:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321073194143744 - #29 
tweet details

@katsok @KateMessner @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks My Amazon wish list 
just had tons more books added. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:04:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321051887079424 - #30 
tweet details

@yaloveblog I missed #titletalk :( But I made it home in time for #GameofThrones :) 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:04:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62321016810110976 - #31 
tweet details

@teachingfriends @kinnick72 #titletalk We are in Texas. Rick Riordan is in Texas. 
I see author visit possibilities. 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:04:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320984857911296 - #32 
tweet details

@Mike_Jung In a graphic novel vein, @dsantat's SIDEKICKS looks like just about 
the greatest thing the world's ever seen. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:04:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320971591335937 - #33 
tweet details

@katsok @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Ha! Can we stay up late reading it at 
#allwrite? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:03:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320883510935553 - #34 
tweet details

@KateMessner Thanks for a great chat, @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks. 
Anybody else frantically adding titles on GoodReads? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:03:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320866809217024 - #35 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Thanks for the wonderful summer reading ideas, all! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:03:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320842327064576 - #36 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 @CBethM @MaryAnnReilly @ratzelster @mtechman gVoice is a 
great idea. #ideastrombrewing for new summer rdng possibilities #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:03:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320811968704513 - #37 
tweet details

@CBethM Thank you @donalynbooks and @paulwhankins for hosting again! I look 
forward to this every month. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:03:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320800266600448 - #38 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @thereadingzone: @PaulWHankins I read Bitter End this 
week. I saw the Mr.Hankins reference!!! So cool #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:03:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320802221129729 - #39 
tweet details

@teacher6th @donalynbooks just in time to lurk and learn at a gr8 #titletalk- thanks 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:03:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320752040480769 - #40 
tweet details

@kinnick72 Love my #titletalk! Thanks for another great Sunday evening! :) 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:03:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320741865099264 - #41 
tweet details

@laurajspangler Loved tonight's #titletalk chat! Great conversation and good ideas 
about summer reading. Glad I stumbled in. 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:03:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320738601934849 - #42 
tweet details
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@KateMessner @LaurelSnyder Three diff. genres, but still...I am practicing my 
deep, calming yoga breaths. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:03:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320719668846592 - #43 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @katsok Ummmm. . .don't think any of that offer from 
@donalynbooks got underneath my radar. Watching you two. Closely. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:03:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320701503315968 - #44 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @PaulWHankins I read Bitter End this week. I saw the 
Mr.Hankins reference!!! So cool #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:03:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320681412608001 - #45 
tweet details

@mtechman @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins When I lived in Houston, that city 
was chock full of "All Hat, No Cattle" #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:02:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320625049546755 - #46 
tweet details

@mentortexts Thanks for all the #titletalk fun @donalynbooks and 
@PaulWHankins! Great ideas and books!!!! 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:02:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320606196154368 - #47 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Dear @PaulWHankins and @Donalynbooks : Thank you for 
getting us thinking about summer reading and summer #bookaday . #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:02:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320531348791296 - #48 
tweet details

@LaurelSnyder @KateMessner @frankisibberson @katemessner Three in 
two>That's crazy! #andawesomeandwonderfulandhurrah! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:02:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320533651464192 - #49 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @susan_marie: @kinnick72 Oh, yes, *One Crazy Summer* 
would be a wonderful summer read! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:02:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320524663078912 - #50 
tweet details

@katsok Ah, how did I forget Marty McGuire by @katemessner. And the dystopian 
book she teased my class w/ via Skype! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:02:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320462117605376 - #51 
tweet details

@CBethM @jgmac1106 @MaryAnnReilly Couldn't you use Google Voice for the 
phone in posts? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:02:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320456010702848 - #52 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Cyber applause once again to @donalynbooks & 
@PaulWHankins for a rousing round of #titletalk - strong work you two. 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:02:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320454035185664 - #53 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Also looking forward to reading OKAY FOR NOW, NOAH 
BARLEYWATER RUNS AWAY, and @LaurelSnyder's BIGGER THAN A BREAD 
BOX soon! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:02:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320440168812546 - #54 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @MrSchuReads: Me, too! I love Laurel's books. RT @katsok Can't 
WAIT to read Bigger than a Bread Box by @laurelsnyder #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 01:02:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320420145217536 - #55 
tweet details

@donalynbooks In keeping with tradition, our next #titletalk is May 29th. Labor Day 
weekend. *sigh* Thank you for joining us each month! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320410204717056 - #56 
tweet details

@KateMessner @frankisibberson (Also the season to see if @katemessner can 
survive three book releases in two months... yikes!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320381062684672 - #57 
tweet details

@ratzelster @jgmac1106 #titletalk I think phone is the way to go...it cuts across 
digital divide better thn any other tech we have now. 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320372632125440 - #58 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @susan_marie: @kinnick72 Oh, yes, *One Crazy Summer* 
would be a wonderful summer read! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320358195335168 - #59 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly RT @susan_marie: @kinnick72 Oh, yes, *One Crazy Summer* 
would be a wonderful summer read! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320334384283649 - #60 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Thanks for another great chat! 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320305489723392 - #61 
tweet details

@hale27storm RT @PaulWHankins: Oh. Any #TitleTalk participant that doesn't see 
this as the Season of @KateMessner is missing something special. Marty ... 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320304583737344 - #62 
tweet details

@susan_marie @kinnick72 Oh, yes, *One Crazy Summer* would be a wonderful 
summer read! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320287592611840 - #63 
tweet details

@nykat4 @LaurelSnyder you will love it. humourous, sad, community, relationships 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320284522397696 - #64 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Ooh. . .Jennifer Brown has new title, Bitter End, coming out next 
month. A character named after a #TitleTalk co-host. You guess which one. 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320272165978113 - #65 
tweet details

@leakelley @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Thanks for another great chat! 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320237470695424 - #66 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Me, too! I love Laurel's books. RT @katsok Can't WAIT to read 
Bigger than a Bread Box by @laurelsnyder #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320236673769472 - #67 
tweet details
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@ChocolateAir RT @katsok: Can't WAIT to read Bigger than a Bread Box by 
@laurelsnyder #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320191324962816 - #68 
tweet details

@KateMessner It is sooooo amazing! RT @katsok: Cant WAIT to read Bigger than 
a Bread Box by @laurelsnyder #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320176208691200 - #69 
tweet details

@karenterlecky Thanks so much @donalynbooks and @PaulWHankins - #titletalk 
is always a favorite hour of my mine each month! This one particularly helpful! 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320168545681409 - #70 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 @MaryAnnReilly I never even thought about the phone in posts for 
low access schools. That opens up many possibilities #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:01:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320169212588033 - #71 
tweet details

@alybee930 me too RT @MrSchuReads: I highly recommend Marty McGuire by 
@KateMessner. http://www.katemessner.com/marty-mcguire/ #Titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:00:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320162812084224 - #72 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @mtechman @PaulWHankins Never heard that phrase, but I love 
it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:00:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320133154144257 - #73 
tweet details

@teachingfriends @kinnick72 #titletalk They read everything Rick Riordan writes. 
We are writing persuasive letters to convince our librarian to bring him in. 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:00:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320125138841601 - #74 
tweet details

@LaurelSnyder @mtechman @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins My husband says 
that! Aso: "Shake and bake, no cake." Slightly more confusing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:00:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320111494766593 - #75 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @PaulWHankins: Oh. Any #TitleTalk participant that doesn't 
see this as the Season of @KateMessner is missing something special. Marty ... 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:00:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320096546271232 - #76 
tweet details

@mtechman @jmalphy great seeing you here : ) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:00:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320057186914305 - #77 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Oh. Any #TitleTalk participant that doesn't see this as the Season 
of @KateMessner is missing something special. Marty McGuire and Revision! 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:00:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320054712283136 - #78 
tweet details

@katsok Can't WAIT to read Bigger than a Bread Box by @laurelsnyder #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:00:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320042041294848 - #79 
tweet details

@cppotter @donalynbooks @cppotter The author lives in neighboring town. I hope 
she'll meet with my Mock Newbery kids sometime. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:00:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62320017324249088 - #80 
tweet details
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@ratzelster #titletalk Thx 4 the gr8 ideas. This was my 1st time here and it was 
fabulous!!! Yr amazing resources & inspirations to me. 
 
Mon Apr 25 01:00:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319944024596481 - #81 
tweet details

@mtechman @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins all hat no cattle - is that Texan 
version of my British mother's "All mouth, no trousers"? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319905869012992 - #82 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler just read Hate List-very good. Still love Revolution. Emerald Atlas 
is good as well. Anyone read the Rotters? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319900449980416 - #83 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @donalynbooks: @cppotter Love As Small as an Elephant! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319890337513472 - #84 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 I can't lie the Games of Thrones on HBO has me itching to get my 
hands on that series #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319873807761408 - #85 
tweet details

@SherryTeach @donalynbooks @katemessner @chocolateair Or Powerpoints with 
book covers and short reviews to play the first weeks of school. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319863774973952 - #86 
tweet details

@mentortexts Dan Gutman's Genius Files! Great for summer!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319867361103873 - #87 
tweet details

@eductwitt @PaulWHankins Agree. Such a sweet story. Told my Pastor he needed 
to use for Children's Cha for vocab. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319853679288320 - #88 
tweet details

@KateMessner @thereadingzone @frankisibberson Thanks! I've really loved 
working w/ Stenhouse. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319834469384192 - #89 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @PaulWHankins: Children of Paranoia if you can get your 
hands on it this summer. Must read for HG fans. Super new debut guy! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319824843456513 - #90 
tweet details

@kinnick72 One Crazy Summer #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319818929483776 - #91 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Great picks, Paul! #TitleTalk. I'd 
like to add Lorraine Zago Rosenthal & Kimberly Marcus :) 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319811555897345 - #92 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks Can you hear me screaming yes from Illinois? Heck yes! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319805008592896 - #93 
tweet details

@aleaness Had fun with #titletalk Always great to get new ideas about reading :) 
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Mon Apr 25 00:59:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319795391045632 - #94 
tweet details

@Mike_Jung I second this! RT @MrSchuReads: I highly recommend Marty 
McGuire by @KateMessner. http://www.katemessner.com/marty-mcguire/ #Titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319795110035456 - #95 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir #titletalk @frnlrwme 100 Cupb. series = fantastic! Would also rec. 
Leepike Ridge-same author! The Dragon's Tooth is new one coming in Aug. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319781285593089 - #96 
tweet details

@mpsteele614 Good fictional book my students have loved this year is If I Stay by 
Gayle Forman. Can't keep it in my classroom library for long #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319775795257344 - #97 
tweet details

@CBethM I just finished Where She Went last week - been recommending that and 
If I Stay to my students lately. Recommending here, too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319769273110528 - #98 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @yaloveblog: @donalynbooks I have fallen in love with Geoff 
Herbach's debut STUPID FAST #titletalk #greatbookforboys 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319746233798656 - #99 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @LaurelSnyder: @KateMessner @MrSchuReads VERY 
excited to share it with Mose and Lew. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319748494532608 - #100 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @yaloveblog: I have fallen in love with Geoff Herbachs debut 
STUPID FAST #titletalk #greatbookforboys #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319740772823041 - #101 
tweet details

@LaurelSnyder @KateMessner @MrSchuReads VERY excited to share it with 
Mose and Lew. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319740839919616 - #102 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @cppotter: Small as an Elephant #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319718308118528 - #103 
tweet details

@hale27storm The Line by Teri Hall #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319719339933696 - #104 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Thanks for a great #titletalk! You 
rock!! 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319719885176832 - #105 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop Thanks to Paul and Donalyn and all who shared such great ideas 
and titles! #titletalk Can't wait for the transcript! 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319714050908160 - #106 
tweet details

@katsok Reading Jeremy Bender vs. The Cupcake Cadets by @ericluper and it's 
awesome. For middle grade readers. #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:59:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319712079589376 - #107 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Chidren of Paranoia if you can get your hands on 
it this summer. Must read for HG fanatics. Super new debut guy! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319679217209344 - #108 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @cppotter Love As Small as an Elephant! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319682681700353 - #109 
tweet details

@ratzelster @teachingfriends #titletalk I think mythology is another terrific topic for 
6th graders...they love the gore and soap opera quality of it 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:59:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319674699948032 - #110 
tweet details

@KateMessner @MrSchuReads Thank you! (I just got my author copies yesterday 
- can't believe it's almost out!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319617988771840 - #111 
tweet details

@teachingfriends @ratzelster @jmalphy #titletalk Thanks! I'm going to check out 
Basher books now. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319614792712194 - #112 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Yes!! RT @MrSchuReads: I highly recommend Marty McGuire by 
@KateMessner. http://www.katemessner.com/marty-mcguire/ #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319615346352128 - #113 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 Wouk Cain Mutiny A classic and great study in authority driven from 
fear or respect. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319604717989888 - #114 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @katsok May have a few chapters to share by then. Want to see? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319605720416256 - #115 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @donalynbooks I have fallen in love with Geoff Herbach's debut 
STUPID FAST #titletalk #greatbookforboys 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319595205304320 - #116 
tweet details

@JanRobertson #titletalk Enclave - great for those who liked the Hunger Games 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319576351916032 - #117 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @teachingfriends Mine too, but they're not loving his new Egypt stuff as 
much. What about yours? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319571457159168 - #118 
tweet details

@cppotter Small as an Elephant #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319553908187138 - #119 
tweet details

@hale27storm My wallet is always a little lighter after #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319549709684736 - #120 
tweet details
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@LaurelSnyder @kassiaowedekind Have you seen it? I read an early draft. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319528671051776 - #121 
tweet details

@wscalfaro Gotta get the kids to bed. Leaving early. Thanks for a stimulating chat! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319532282347520 - #122 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Another great #titletalk ! 
Thanks so much---helping me pull ideas together. So much smart thinking. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319516666957825 - #123 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins I agree. Was picturing PWH in 
a Stetson, Wrangler jeans & some boots. Does it work in Kentuckiana? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319463709687808 - #124 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I highly recommend Marty McGuire by @KateMessner. 
http://www.katemessner.com/marty-mcguire/ #Titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319445913255937 - #125 
tweet details

@donalynbooks In a final blast, share one last title you recommend! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319426250346496 - #126 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @frankisibberson @katemesser me too! I can't wait to read 
kate's book! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:58:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319415219335168 - #127 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks Bummer! I was hoping for a preview at #allwrite #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:57:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319403060051968 - #128 
tweet details

@susan_marie @MrSchuReads @mentortexts Doug Swieteck makes *delivering 
groceries* sound amazing and engrossing. Such a vivid character! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:57:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319390938497024 - #129 
tweet details

@TwistedKnitter RT @donalynbooks: Knife of Never Letting Go is a can't miss title. 
The entire series, actually. Loved Divergent, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:57:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319377768382464 - #130 
tweet details

@LaurelSnyder @frnlrwme I think they're incredibly well written at line level, but 
that the plotting gets a little confusing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:57:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319380498874368 - #131 
tweet details

@CBethM YES! RT @SherryTeach: I will make sure every student has a library 
card. We will go to the library website and look around. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:57:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319371787309056 - #132 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Debut YA's: Gae Polisner, Geoff Herbach, Amy 
Fellner Dominy, Veronica Roth, and Sheila O'Conner come to mind. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:57:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319335565295618 - #133 
tweet details
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@teachingfriends #titletalk My other class is off the charts crazy about Greek 
mythology (hence: Rick Riordan). 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:57:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319330406305792 - #134 
tweet details

@donalynbooks We only have a few more minutes. Thank you for another amazing 
chat! A special thanks for my co-host, @paulwhankins. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:57:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319309233471488 - #135 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I also have @katemessner 's new Revision book from 
Stenhouse on late spring/early summer list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:57:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319298449911808 - #136 
tweet details

@ratzelster @PBWorkshop #titletalk I've been reading it but it doesn't have much 
about earth....always life. sigh what's an ES tchr to do???? 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:57:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319263163224064 - #137 
tweet details

@SherryTeach I will make sure every student has a library card. We will go to the 
library website and look around. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:57:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319223657078784 - #138 
tweet details

@KateMessner @Cathy_Blackler Will check it out - thank you! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:57:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319172679512064 - #139 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I also have @katemesser 's new Revision book from Stenhouse 
on late spring/early summer list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:57:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319163737260033 - #140 
tweet details

@hale27storm @mentortexts @kelleemoye @muellerspace Own them all! My 
childhood favorites #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319142778306560 - #141 
tweet details

@kassiaowedekind New Pete the Cat book coming out in July. Will be a book I 
read this summer and share with my new kiddos in September #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319140991533056 - #142 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @katsok Deadline is February. I am shooting for October. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319135807381504 - #143 
tweet details

@teachingfriends #titletalk I have one class that has taken over all of copies of 
Hatchet. They've started their own book club w/over half the class! 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319125229350912 - #144 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @cppotter @mentortexts On my Mock Newbery so far: Okay For 
Now and A Dog's Way Home. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319125300654080 - #145 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker @SherryTeach Love the idea of a 13 Books poster! @KateMessner 
@donalynbooks @chocolateair #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319053083123712 - #146 
tweet details
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@ratzelster @jmalphy #titletalk www.basherbooks.com is the publisher. Lots of nf 
titles many written by dan green. funny, informative not too long 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319035790000128 - #147 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @KateMessner nice. Have you seen the PBS vid? good stuff-
small pic of the floating tub toys in our 6th gd sci text led me to both #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319015623786496 - #148 
tweet details

@kaymcgriff @donalynbooks #titletalk @tessagratton 's 1st book is amazing. 
Haven't seen arc since releasing. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62319007914663936 - #149 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop @ratzelster For any kids resisting NF, aim them toward the I-N-K 
blkog for nonfiction/kids http://inkrethink.blogspot.com/ #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318985793912833 - #150 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins I think you have to be a Texan to call yourself a 
wrangler. #allhatnocattle #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318979649241088 - #151 
tweet details

@LaurelSnyder @nykat4 Oh! I have this on my TBR stack. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318978269323265 - #152 
tweet details

@cppotter @MrSchuReads @mentortexts Okay for Now, Small as an Elephant & 
Inside Out & Back Again are my fav. of 2011 so far 4 Mock Newbery #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318964730114049 - #153 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @eductwitt Oh. I just read Bless This Mouse this afternoon. Love 
the church references and Ignatious' vocabulary lessons. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318949404123137 - #154 
tweet details

@mtechman RT @nykat4: Also love The Evolution of Calpurnia Tate - rec'd by 
student, now going round like wildfire! Strong female character! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:56:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318921407152128 - #155 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @mcrainwater absolutely!!! and you will love it. they are not 
connected except by a brilliant author! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318906588659712 - #156 
tweet details

@jmalphy Thanks for great discussion tonight! Bath time for my sugar high 
munchkins, so time for Mommy Duty! Happy Reading #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318899584172032 - #157 
tweet details

@teachingfriends @ratzelster #titletalk What is Basher book? Always looking for 
great titles for 4th. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318879015321600 - #158 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks What's your ETA on Reading in the Wild? Can't wait to 
hear more about it. #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:55:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318843976097792 - #159 
tweet details

@Mike_Jung Two words: IMAGINARY GIRLS by @novaren. Which I guess is 
actually four words... #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318844135485440 - #160 
tweet details

@jmartinlibrary @alybee930 Oh, she is lovely and very funny & engaging!! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318823839252480 - #161 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @SherryTeach @KateMessner @chocolateair Great idea for the 
poster. Could do podcasts, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318804688044032 - #162 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir RT @nykat4 New fave is @ciaobellacreech An Unfinished Angel. 
LOVE it. My 5th gr are loving it, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318781887815681 - #163 
tweet details

@nykat4 Also love The Evolution of Calpurnia Tate - rec'd by student, now going 
round like wildfire! Strong female character! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318752259248129 - #164 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @SherryTeach: @KateMessner @donalynbooks 
@chocolateair maybe a 13 books poster to share with next year's 7th graders 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318731254181888 - #165 
tweet details

@ratzelster #titletalk 6th graders also like the Giants of Science biographies. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318732986421250 - #166 
tweet details

@mtechman @PaulWHankins watch out for the rattlesnakes #ReadingWrangler 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318719996661760 - #167 
tweet details

@frnlrwme #titletalk I want to check out the 100 Cupboard series 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318682755440640 - #168 
tweet details

@hchybinski @aleaness we liked the American Revolution one & the Titanic one in 
particular. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318679269969920 - #169 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @mcrainwater Yes, you can read OKAY w/out having read 
other. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318680431804416 - #170 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Any new/ debut authors that we should know about? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:55:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318668935217152 - #171 
tweet details

@MCiscart RT @mtechman: Cell phone to podcast sitesRT @jgmac1106 
http://bit.ly/xxu2G #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:55:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318670910726145 - #172 
tweet details

@laurajspangler Also heading to ALA. Looking forward to lots and lots of ARCs. So 
is @sbcardcatalog #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:54:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318650895511552 - #173 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I read Okay for Now on the plane to NYC. Gifted it to my NYT 
friend who wants to write more YA Literature-oriented articles. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:54:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318634743246848 - #174 
tweet details

@ratzelster @KateMessner #titletalk This is a terrific title and kids r OK with it. 
Better as read aloud than them reading it at for 6th graders. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:54:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318635850530816 - #175 
tweet details

@SherryTeach @KateMessner @donalynbooks @chocolateair maybe a 13 books 
poster to share with next year's 7th graders #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:54:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318637998026752 - #176 
tweet details

@mcrainwater Can I read OKAY FOR NOW if I haven't read THE WEDNESDAY 
WARS? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:54:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318590342344705 - #177 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @mindi_r ahhh, that is always the challenge-rdg what u already 
have b 4 buying anything else SO hard! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:54:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318568708128769 - #178 
tweet details

@teachingfriends @MaryAnnReilly #titletalk Jumping in...Focused inquiry-teaching 
inductively w/a focus on a specific objective... 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:54:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318566334152704 - #179 
tweet details

@mentortexts @kelleemoye and I are rereading Babysitter's Club for #bookaday 
this summer. @muellerspace is joining us and anyone else can 2! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:54:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318545312296960 - #180 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins I have to WRITE the book before anyone can 
write a blurb for it. Trust me, you're on the list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:54:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318539238936576 - #181 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @nykat4 New fave is @Ciaobellacreech's An Unfinished 
Angel. LOVE it, my 5th gr are loving it too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:54:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318497665003520 - #182 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @MrSchuReads: @mentortexts Okay for Now is incredible. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:54:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318480447377408 - #183 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks What? I never. . .wait. Let me go back. Really? 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:54:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318444795805697 - #184 
tweet details

@katsok @trkravtin @mentortexts Can't wait to read Okay for Now. Need to study 
for final Tuesday night but it's calling my name. #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:53:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318401288282112 - #185 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @mentortexts Okay for Now is incredible. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:53:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318399413436417 - #186 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @mentortexts agree 100% about Doug's character development - 
truly wonderful! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:53:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318398863982592 - #187 
tweet details

@KateMessner @Cathy_Blackler TRACKING TRASH is one of my all-time 
favorites. (And its author Loree Griffin Burns is one of my crit partners!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:53:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318385425432576 - #188 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I want to read Okay for Now, too. Probably won't wait for summer. 
ARC of The Last Little Blue Envelope calling my name, though. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:53:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318381365329920 - #189 
tweet details

@mtechman Rapunzel's Revenge was in JLG Backlist recently - I bought 10 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:53:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318364525203456 - #190 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @MrSchuReads @RdngTeach I can not wait to read a monster 
calls!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:53:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318346221264896 - #191 
tweet details

@nykat4 New fave is Sharon Creech's An Unfinished Angel. LOVE it, my 5th gr are 
loving it too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:53:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318275484336128 - #192 
tweet details

@cppotter @frankisibberson @karenterlecky @alybee930 @laurajspangler Kids 
blog about eligible books. I create 3 lists in fall & kids vote #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:53:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318272065961985 - #193 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Surprised I haven't been called to blurb that new 
book. I guess I will reserve my comments for these spaces (wink). #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:53:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318257608212481 - #194 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @mentortexts: Loving Schmidt's Okay For Now. Doug Sweiteck is 
amazingly written character. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:53:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318199923945472 - #195 
tweet details

@mtechman @donalynbooks @KateMessner We WILL recognize you. Love 
Reading in the Wild. Much better than Bk Whsperer goes to the beach #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:53:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318180957294592 - #196 
tweet details

@jmalphy @KateMessner I want to read the seahorse & bee one in that series! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:52:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318113659699200 - #197 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @KateMessner love the title re: Floating Flotsam & Jetsam-good 
PBS vid to accompany-spilled cargo IDs ocean currents-fascinating #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:52:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318088825221120 - #198 
tweet details

@mentortexts Loving Schmidt's Okay For Now. Doug Sweiteck is amazingly written 
character. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:52:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318077278306304 - #199 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Just saw you @ yourself, too, my friend. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:52:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62318003156557824 - #200 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @jgmac1106 what do u mean by focused inquiry "lesson"? 
Curious. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:52:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317983028097024 - #201 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @KateMessner I LOVE the title Reading in the Wild - 
don't lose it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:52:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317965877592064 - #202 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @donalynbooks I LOVE the title... we'll all help spread the word about 
who you are are! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:52:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317954829787136 - #203 
tweet details

@mrsknighttweets I would rec Delirium as a summer read #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:52:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317907820019712 - #204 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @RdngTeach He was retained to finish Siobhan Dowd's final 
book. Love them both. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:51:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317888719175680 - #205 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk I have no def. Plans for what I will read, but I plan on working my 
way thru tbr pile before buying more books. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:51:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317885699260416 - #206 
tweet details

@mcrainwater My students have been loving the WICKED HISTORY series in 
terms of non-fiction #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:51:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317877688152064 - #207 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 @MaryAnnReilly I also think focused inquiry lesson is wonderful way 
to connect to real life social issues injustice #BlackEdu #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:51:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317858138492928 - #208 
tweet details

@KateMessner @donalynbooks I love READING IN THE WILD. Maybe they could 
include "The Book Whisperer" w/ your name as the author? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:51:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317849456295936 - #209 
tweet details

@ratzelster #titletalk If you have 4th-6th graders and yr looking for NF I heartily 
recommend Basher book...my kids have worn them out this year. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:51:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317823082500096 - #210 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks @KateMessner It might be a good idea since I 
have recently started referring to myself as The Reading Wrangler. #TitleTalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:51:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317820767252481 - #211 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @RdngTeach A Monster Calls comes out in September. 
http://www.patrickness.com/books.html #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:51:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317788848603136 - #212 
tweet details

@mtechman @MrSchuReads out of kleenex right now, must wait (but will read) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:51:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317770926342144 - #213 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @CBethM We have 7 seniors. Don't have the money really, but felt 
like it was most meaningful gift I could give them! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:51:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317761946337283 - #214 
tweet details

@CBethM @ratzelster @hale27storm I've been totally sucked into every Bill Bryson 
book ever written. Now completely absorbed w/Blind Side. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:51:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317745794064384 - #215 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @KateMessner: I also want to read more...SCIENTISTS IN 
THE FIELD series. Finished KAKAPO RESCUE...& thought it was terrific. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:51:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317710087962624 - #216 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 @MaryAnnReilly I love Tatums work inHarvard Ed Review on #adollit 
on restoring the lineage in AA titles #BlackEdu #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:51:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317661773774848 - #217 
tweet details

@cindypon im looking forward to @Marie_Lu's Legend @KarstenKnight's Wildefire 
@cassieclare's Clockwork Prince @dawnmetcalf's Luminous #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:51:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317649077612545 - #218 
tweet details

@hchybinski @aleaness we used the Magic Treehouse series to find topics that 
interested - some have NF Research Guides too #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:50:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317616789864449 - #219 
tweet details

@ratzelster #titletalk They love volcanoes and earthquakes...all things disaster 
actually. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:50:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317608342528000 - #220 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @MrSchuReads Already ordered A Monster Calls. Cannot wait. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:50:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317602873147392 - #221 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @MrSchuReads Ooo! Love Patrick Ness. What is that one about? 
Haven't heard title. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:50:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317579921928192 - #222 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Great idea! RT @donalynbooks: We make "13 Books You Should 
Read Before You Turn 13" lists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:50:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317568769261568 - #223 
tweet details
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@mrsknighttweets @RdngTeach Each year I rec The First Part Last to several 
students...one of my co-teachers hooked me on it years ago #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:50:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317562507173888 - #224 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @cppotter @karenterlecky @alybee930 @laurajspangler My 
group is creating own Mock Newbery list throughout year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:50:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317554647048192 - #225 
tweet details

@KateMessner I also want to read more of the SCIENTISTS IN THE FIELD series. 
Finished KAKAPO RESCUE recently & thought it was terrific. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:50:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317553862705152 - #226 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @hale27storm Nonfiction title for HS students: Half a Life by 
@DarinStrauss http://bit.ly/f7lOks #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:50:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317551782346753 - #227 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @ratzelster if u show them minecraft they might get turned on to 
earth science and build knowledge playing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:50:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317477585092608 - #228 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @KateMessner Reading in the Wild. My editor hates it. Wants the 
Bk Whisperer moniker thrown in. Thinks folks won't recognize me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:50:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317473109778432 - #229 
tweet details

@CBethM @RdngTeach I love that you're able to do that. To buy a bk for each of 
my seniors would break me. Can write recommendations tho. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:50:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317474485514240 - #230 
tweet details

@mtechman my 2nd graders LOVED Testing the Ice by Robinson #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:50:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317469355876353 - #231 
tweet details

@wscalfaro This chat is sooooo fast. Even paused on TweetChat I can't keep up! :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:49:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317370303197184 - #232 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks I am currently recommending DRAGON OF 
CRIPPLE CREEK #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:49:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317351466582016 - #233 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @donalynbooks I highly recommend A Monster Calls by Patrick 
Ness. It is powerful. Make sure you have Kleenex. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:49:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317331610734592 - #234 
tweet details

@malmartintx looking forward to because of mr. terupt (if i don't read it before 
summer!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:49:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317333720465408 - #235 
tweet details

@teachingfriends @mcrainwater #titletalk She is coming out w/a new Austenland 
book (adult). I've already put it on my wish list. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:49:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317307946479617 - #236 
tweet details
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@ratzelster #titletalk Kids will gravitate to life science but shy away from earth 
sciences, so have little backgr knowledge. It's sad 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:49:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317272273924097 - #237 
tweet details

@KateMessner Love this! RT @donalynbooks: @ChocolateAir We make "13 Books 
You Should Read Before You Turn 13" lists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:49:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317270722035712 - #238 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @jgmac1106 co-authoring an article about the absence of 
multicultural texts in prof. books for teachers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:49:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317249607901185 - #239 
tweet details

@wscalfaro Across the Universe. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:49:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317232570642433 - #240 
tweet details

@katsok @KateMessner @donalynbooks Can't wait for your new book! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:49:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317232927154176 - #241 
tweet details

@alybee930 @jmartinlibrary @PaulWHankins Just read the 3rd bk in that 
series...love Dying to Meet You. Kids do too. #titletalk Luv to meet Kate Klise 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:49:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317187733536768 - #242 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @ReadersInk we have our 1st ever graduating class this yr at our 
small alt HS. Am giving each grad a book I;ve chosen for them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:49:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317184608772096 - #243 
tweet details

@ratzelster @hale27storm #titletalk Right on!!!! What about NF? Especially that 
which isn't life science. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:49:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317168691396609 - #244 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @ChocolateAir We make "13 Books You Should Read Before You 
Turn 13" lists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317114589065217 - #245 
tweet details

@KateMessner @donalynbooks Do you have a final title yet? I remember some 
discussion about possibilities... #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317088668254208 - #246 
tweet details

@CBethM @AndersonGL Getting recommendations from your students is always 
fun. You learn a TON about them this way! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317071228346368 - #247 
tweet details

@ratzelster @lindseylea #titletalk My kids fell in love with Avi Crispens this yr. Don't 
forget them. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317072876707840 - #248 
tweet details

@susan_marie I remember loving to *reread* books in the summer when I was 
young. Anyone else enjoy that? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317062621630464 - #249 
tweet details
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@trkravtin RT @donalynbooks: Knife of Never Letting Go is a can't miss title. The 
entire series, actually. Loved Divergent, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317056925773824 - #250 
tweet details

@hale27storm What about nonfiction? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317040341499905 - #251 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 @MaryAnnReilly Oh I agree. Shooting for sarcasm. Need to educate 
folks about titles available and motvng nonfiction #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317025787265024 - #252 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @KateMessner @mcrainwater nothing is stunning!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317023744638976 - #253 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @KateMessner LOVE LOVE LOVE Chime:-) Actually, Easter 
Bunny brought a copy for @alexasibberson today. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62317007848222721 - #254 
tweet details

@teachingfriends #titletalk I am reading Kiss My Book right now. So far, so good. 
Not for 4th graders though. Middle school & up. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316972641230848 - #255 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: @katemessner @paulwhankins I will be 
finishing my new book, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316951183175680 - #256 
tweet details

@lindseylea must read #chains and #forge by @halseanderson ...history lovers will 
consume them! And there's a third coming (soon? I hope!). #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316925270765569 - #257 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @eductwitt @ChocolateAir Mr. Terupt is my class's current read 
aloud - they are mesmerized! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316911337287681 - #258 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Knife of Never Letting Go is a can't miss title. The entire series, 
actually. Loved Divergent, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:48:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316900608249856 - #259 
tweet details

@AndersonGL I want students to recommend books to ME for the summer! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:47:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316877048852480 - #260 
tweet details

@mtechman also, many girls have recommended Romeo and Juliet Code, 1940's 
WWII girl sent fr London to Maine #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:47:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316870732222464 - #261 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @KateMessner Pair Nothing with @SeanKenniff's Etre the Cow. 
Two looks at meaning/existentialism. But Nothing IS amazing. Wow! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:47:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316872955203584 - #262 
tweet details
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@RdngTeach Am hoping to hit Schol. Book sale and get some copies of Angela 
Johnson books. My kids have fallen in love w/her as author! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:47:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316855028760576 - #263 
tweet details

@jmalphy @mtechman My students have loved that book! I want to read that one, 
too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:47:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316803908583424 - #264 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @jgmac1106 to see the lists included in so many prof. literacy 
texts , u wouldn't think so. Mostly white. mostly mdle class. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:47:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316784216317952 - #265 
tweet details

@jmartinlibrary @PaulWHankins Last yr., they got Kate Klise's DYING TO MEET 
YOU & then Kate visited when we came back from summer vacay. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:47:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316756307427329 - #266 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @RdngTeach @MaryAnnReilly so true. Picked up ARCS 
recently-not necessarily my pref genre, but deal w/issues my stus w/ID with #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:47:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316753128144896 - #267 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @katemessner @paulwhankins I will be finishing my new book, 
too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:47:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316729199636480 - #268 
tweet details

@CBethM YES!!!! :) RT @RdngTeach: YES!!!! RT @AndersonGL: This is my first 
#titletalk . Is it always this fun? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:47:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316703513706496 - #269 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @CBethM: @eductwitt Countdown and The Knife of Never Letting 
Go are on my list as well! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:47:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316698740592640 - #270 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @cppotter @alybee930 @laurajspangler also rely on goodreads 
list, @FuseEight, SLJ's Heavy Medal, and ACPL mock lists #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:46:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316625768099840 - #271 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @jgmac1106 Yeh! Really! Throwing in someone who could be of 
different race is not diversity! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:46:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316612698644480 - #272 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins For zombie/vampire fans, The President's Vampire (sequel to 
@ChrisFarnsworth's Blood Oath) releases in time for summer. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:46:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316574056525824 - #273 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @donalynbooks 6th graders always compile a "Don't Miss List"-
Those books they should not miss before they go into 7th grade...1/2 #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:46:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316563935670272 - #274 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @donalynbooks #titletalk books I am recommending to students: 
hidden by Helen frost,abandon by @megcabot, the lucky kind by Alyssa sheinmel 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:46:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316555781935104 - #275 
tweet details
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@CBethM @eductwitt Countdown and The Knife of Never Letting Go are on my list 
as well! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:46:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316501801250817 - #276 
tweet details

@ratzelster #titletalk And another diveristy title....Monkey King. Did a bit of reading 
when we studied China this yr, but really need to do more. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:46:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316475184189469 - #277 
tweet details

@wscalfaro Thanks for info about Shelfari! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:46:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316466460041217 - #278 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @teachingfriends: #titletalk I just reviewed Queen of the Falls by 
Chris Van Allsburg. It's his latest book -a nf bio of Annie Taylor ... 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:46:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316467953209345 - #279 
tweet details

@malmartintx inside out and back again #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:46:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316449749938176 - #280 
tweet details

@mtechman just saw Incarceron at Book Fair and it got tons of awards, looks 
adventurous #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:46:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316438240768000 - #281 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 @RdngTeach @MaryAnnReilly You mean culturally diverse title 
means more than a minority protagonist #whodathunk? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:46:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316410407370752 - #282 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Those are the #bookaday guidelines #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:46:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316392652869632 - #283 
tweet details

@eductwitt @ChocolateAir Because of Mr. Terupt was my absolute favorite of the 
year! Couldn't put it down. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:45:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316371962363904 - #284 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks @VeronicaRoth's Divergent to be sure! 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:45:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316345504706561 - #285 
tweet details

@jmartinlibrary @PaulWHankins #titletalk I've used book fair $$ to buy each 
student a book for summer reading. 1 title, something fun to share as a school. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:45:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316278702026753 - #286 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Along with #bookaday @motherreaders hosts 48 Hour Reading 
Challenge. Love to kick off summer w/that. http://tinyurl.com/3vljsbp #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:45:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316272171483136 - #287 
tweet details

@ratzelster #titletalk For a bit of diversity, I fell in love with the Khans. Never knew 
Mongolia was such a exciting place & time in history. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:45:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316241955729408 - #288 
tweet details
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@RdngTeach TRUE! RT @MaryAnnReilly: As I see the books being mentioned, 
want to gently suggest that economic and racial diversity matters. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:45:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316203045167104 - #289 
tweet details

@cppotter @karenterlecky @alybee930 @laurajspangler Do you create the lists? I 
create Mock Newbery lists for gr.4&5- would love to compare. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:45:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316192509071360 - #290 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @KateMessner: @mcrainwater I think NOTHING is absolutely 
amazing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:45:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316193452802048 - #291 
tweet details

@jmalphy @donalynbooks The Sky is Everywhere, titles on next yr's Battle lists so I 
can write questions, Matched, Sing You Home...#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:45:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316165929766912 - #292 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @KateMessner Wow. Did anyone get the numbers off that plate? 
Thanks, friend. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:45:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316145365098496 - #293 
tweet details

@RdngTeach YES!!!! RT @AndersonGL: This is my first #titletalk . Is it always this 
fun? 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316093028573184 - #294 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 Even though protagonist is always the same (rich do-gooding 
rulebreaking playboy) I love sharing WEB Griffin books with my stdns #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316096614711296 - #295 
tweet details

@hale27storm Bumped, Split, The Power of 6, An Abundance of Katherines are on 
top of my pile #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316041556066304 - #296 
tweet details

@teachingfriends #titletalk I just reviewed Queen of the Falls by Chris Van 
Allsburg. It's his latest book -a nf bio of Annie Taylor. http://t.co/75Wdj9n 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316037613420545 - #297 
tweet details

@KateMessner @mcrainwater I think NOTHING is absolutely amazing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316033477836800 - #298 
tweet details

@katsok Can't wait for summer #bookaday! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62316006718181376 - #299 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Sheesh. There are guidelines for #bookaday? 
Have I been doing this wrong? I read a book. . .a day. Right, yes? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315996718956544 - #300 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @wscalfaro just picked up ARC of lastet @EllenHopkinsYA 
Perfect-on my summer TBR #bookaday list #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315995955605504 - #301 
tweet details
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@ChocolateAir #titletalk My last summer read will be The Dragon's Tooth by 
@ndwilsonmutters Can't wait for this one! (August 23) 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315985738272768 - #302 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly As I see the books being mentioned, want to gently suggest that 
economic and racial diversity matters. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315976611463168 - #303 
tweet details

@AndersonGL This is my first #titletalk . Is it always this fun? 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315949730172928 - #304 
tweet details

@donalynbooks What books would we recommend to students as they leave this 
summer? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315939689021440 - #305 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @muellerspace: Ooh, when does Kane Chronicles 2 come out? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315935998025728 - #306 
tweet details

@KateMessner I also need to finish WRITING a draft of a new book. Anyone want 
to join me in that goal? (*coughcough* @PaulWHankins) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315921301180416 - #307 
tweet details

@ratzelster @MrSchuReads #titletalk Me too and I'm a science teacher. Go 
figure...we even read too!!! ha ha ha 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:44:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315901755731968 - #308 
tweet details

@mcrainwater Has anyone read "Nothing" by Janne Teller? I just read it and it blew 
my mind away! (Definitely YA though.) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315873368678400 - #309 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Me, too! RT @MrSchuReads: I am EXCITED for summer #bookaday. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315869958709248 - #310 
tweet details

@muellerspace Ooh, when does Kane Chronicles 2 come out? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315828791611392 - #311 
tweet details

@leakelley Everyone should add DIVERGENT; we have 2 ARCs in classroom, and 
kids are obsessed! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315799666364416 - #312 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @ChocolateAir: #titletalk Because of Mr. Terupt by Rob Buyea I, 
Emma Freke by Elizabeth Atkinson The Absolute Value of Mike by Kathr ... 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315783409246208 - #313 
tweet details

@cppotter The Emerald Atlas, True Sort Of, The Romeo & Juliet Code, No 
Passengers Beyond This Point, Junonia, Sidekicks #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315769937149953 - #314 
tweet details
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@RdngTeach I'm thinking of rereading Outlander series by Diana Gabaldon. LOVE 
those books! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315755739414529 - #315 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop Hooray for archives! On your blog? RT @donalynbooks: Yes, we 
will archive the chat later. Thanks, to@CBethM for showing me how. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315738249175041 - #316 
tweet details

@eductwitt Countdown, Okay for Now, The Book Thief, The Knife of Never Letting 
Go, Reading Ladders, and Reading with Meaning #titletalk. Can't wait! 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315722952540160 - #317 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I am EXCITED for summer #bookaday. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315723220983809 - #318 
tweet details

@CBethM I'm not sure what else I will be reading yet, but I can tell you I have a 
LONG list & a pile of books in my classroom calling me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315698503942146 - #319 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @AndersonGL It's good to have some adult & professional 
reading goals too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315689377144832 - #320 
tweet details

@muellerspace This summer's reads incl AMOS DARAGON by Perro, OKAY FOR 
NOW by Schmidt, JUNONIA by Henkes, and newest BAD KITTY book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315685916852224 - #321 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @wscalfaro Ooooh. Presumably, according to @EllenHopkinsYA, 
I'll have PERFECT in my mailbox tomorrow or Tuesday. Good reading. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315660193169408 - #322 
tweet details

@thereadingzone #titletalk I have so many many books on my tbr summer pile! I 
am heading to BEA in may and I know I will add to that pile. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315645655724032 - #323 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I also plan to read The Imperfectionists and the Hotel on the 
Corner of Bitter and Sweet. Adult titles. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:43:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315640979079168 - #324 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @alybee930 @laurajspangler me 3 re: mock Caldecott and 
Newbery lists #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:42:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315634456928256 - #325 
tweet details

@KateMessner I'm looking forward to Sara Zarr's HOW TO SAVE A LIFE.Also, 
Franny Billingsly's CHIME & Cheryl Klein's SECOND SIGHT(for writers!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:42:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315615628705792 - #326 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PaulWHankins have hooked up former ele schl w/visit from 
Garth Nix & Sean Williams on 5/5 re: Troubletwisters #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:42:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315604006285313 - #327 
tweet details
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@ChocolateAir #titletalk Because of Mr. Terupt by Rob Buyea I, Emma Freke by 
Elizabeth Atkinson The Absolute Value of Mike by Kathryn Erskine 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:42:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315606116020224 - #328 
tweet details

@ratzelster #titletalk I think I have over 200 books on my to Read list.. Yikes...never 
will make it thru 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:42:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315564500127744 - #329 
tweet details

@kaymcgriff #titletalk Dont miss BLOOD MAGIC by tessa gratton 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:42:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315558477111296 - #330 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly As an admin, I'll be working this summer:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:42:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315554123423744 - #331 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @ReadersInk Me,too! I never stop hoping and believing they will be 
readers for life! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:42:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315463216082944 - #332 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @donalynbooks I plan to read through my massive pile and work 
on my 2012 Mock Newbery list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:42:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315442823372800 - #333 
tweet details

@CBethM I might finally finish the Harry Potter series *hopes no one makes fun of 
her for not finishing yet* #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:42:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315429435154432 - #334 
tweet details

@AndersonGL MY summer rding: Welcome to the Goon Squad by J Egan & Feel-
Bad Education by @AlfieKohn ... unless I get to them before summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:42:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315420950085632 - #335 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @thereadingzone Want me to tell you how @gaepol's book ends. 
Okay. . .here goes. . .ha! Got ya. You'll have to wait. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:42:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315411231879168 - #336 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I encourage everyone to join us for our annual summer #bookaday 
challenge. I will announce the guidelines in a few weeks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:42:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315387794112512 - #337 
tweet details

@leakelley Both Kane Chronicles books. RT @donalynbooks: Kane Chronicles 2! 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:41:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315378273042432 - #338 
tweet details

@katsok Can't wait to read Kane Chronicles 2, Divergent, and Hera by O'Connor. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:41:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315372661059584 - #339 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly I post PreK-Gr 12 book global, multicultural , poetry, nonfiction 
recommendations on my blog if u r interested in rec. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:41:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315363114819584 - #340 
tweet details
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@wscalfaro Forever by @mstiefvater Maggie Stiefvater #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:41:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315326062338049 - #341 
tweet details

@mtechman Also, I could get PTO to pay for ice cream and have a day for any 
student to meet me at the Bookmobile #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:41:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315310321111040 - #342 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @aleaness By Alyson Noel. Starts with Evermore- paranormal YA 
love story. NEVER expected to like this series. I'm HOOKED! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:41:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315298652565504 - #343 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins While reading The Power of Myth (which is on @Scholastic's 
Reading Counts), students will "read in the dark" Star Wars franchise. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:41:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315242440507392 - #344 
tweet details

@ReadersInk @RdngTeach I can imagine! For me, reading was/is life-saving 
distraction. Wish that could be true for every kid in trouble. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:41:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315242557947904 - #345 
tweet details

@mcrainwater @teachingfriends I love Shannon Hale! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:41:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315235293401089 - #346 
tweet details

@alybee930 Me too RT @laurajspangler: I'm going to make my way through mock 
Caldecott and Newbery lists..... #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:41:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315207288041473 - #347 
tweet details

@ratzelster #titletalk Cutting 4 Stone is on summer for sure list. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:41:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315195401383938 - #348 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Kane Chronicles 2! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:41:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315167026913280 - #349 
tweet details

@mtechman I need to video some students going to the Bookmobile (1 min drive 
from school), put on website. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:41:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315163440783360 - #350 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks @gaepol #titletalk I can't wait 
to read pull of gravity! 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:41:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315144654491648 - #351 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks limited 2 140 chars. Sharing titles I plan to read 
w/take many more ;0) #titletalk #bookaday went well last sum w/try again 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:40:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315104418545665 - #352 
tweet details

@wscalfaro I will probably read the Ellen Hopkins books for starters. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:40:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315041034219520 - #353 
tweet details

@teachingfriends #titletalk My kids booktalk everyday. 3 hot authors among 4th 
graders right now: Gary Paulson, Shannon Hale, & Rick Riordan. 
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Mon Apr 25 00:40:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315044297383936 - #354 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @donalynbooks I've promised my students that I'll get at least the first 
Ranger's Apprentice book read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:40:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315022780608512 - #355 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @aleaness read cutting for stone over spring break - loved it! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:40:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315015608352768 - #356 
tweet details

@lindseylea major goal is to read the Mortal Instruments series after rave reviews 
from some of my male students #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:40:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315018506612736 - #357 
tweet details

@laurajspangler I'm going to make my way through mock Caldecott and Newbery 
lists. And the rest of the Last Apprentice. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:40:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62315000227835904 - #358 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins I cannot keep up! I only try to retweet and 
sometimes @ myself. You know I love you:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:40:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314899849744384 - #359 
tweet details

@ratzelster @PBWorkshop #titletalk They love Dan Green, Basher Books, DK and 
all things Roller Coaster. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:40:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314900042690560 - #360 
tweet details

@katsok So many books for my summer list, all state award nominees (Rebecca 
Caudill/ Bluestem), Okay for Now, Forever, and many more. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:40:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314881071845376 - #361 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Will re-read @gaepol's The Pull of Gravity with 
English 11 students this summer. Reading The Power of Myth with AP. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:39:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314870514786304 - #362 
tweet details

@RdngTeach I can't WAIT for the last installment of The Immortal series. Wish I 
could get my hands on ARC now! Summer seems far away! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:39:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314844824666114 - #363 
tweet details

@frankisibberson 3 professional books I have on my summer list-MINDSET , THE 
SHALLOWS, and MAKING LEARNING WHOLE #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:39:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314803145867264 - #364 
tweet details

@aleaness Next on my list Cutting for stone #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:39:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314799828185088 - #365 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @ratzelster #titletalk oh I don't make them! I post 
publisher/author trailers. I have had students make them using different programs 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:39:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314783826919424 - #366 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop @ratzelster Intro your NF resisters to Kelly Milner Halls 
http://www.wondersofweird.com/ Remarkable topics! #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:39:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314680986779648 - #367 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly You could have kids post to http://corkboard.me and share 
thoughts about what they are rdg. the link cd be published to teachers #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:39:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314678264676352 - #368 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @Cathy_Blackler It is difficult.I just revel in how much they read when 
w/me,hope it might change othr parts of their life. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:38:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314620567814144 - #369 
tweet details

@donalynbooks We are almost 2/3 into the chat. Can you share some titles YOU 
plan to read this summer? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:38:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314590591127552 - #370 
tweet details

@malmartintx RT @teachingfriends: @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks #titletalk A 
summer reading list should come more from students than from the grown ups. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:38:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314555228958721 - #371 
tweet details

@ratzelster @thereadingzone #titletalk How do you make yr trailers? 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:38:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314556269150208 - #372 
tweet details

@jmalphy @mindi_r It is really fun to do! I didn't get letters home about it b4 school 
got out last yr but will this yr! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:38:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314533116579841 - #373 
tweet details

@thereadingzone #titletalk re: upcoming titles. I booktalk upcoming books during 
finals. Perfect time also post trailrs on edmodo 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:38:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314476376039424 - #374 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @ChocolateAir @PaulWHankins great idea, Deb! Will have to 
borrow; very similar to how our rdg community shared new titles all yr #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:38:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314408566734848 - #375 
tweet details

@judykmck @2ndgradetchr Our district libraries also run programs over summer 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:38:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314378350964737 - #376 
tweet details

@lorilovesbooks @frankisibberson I love that idea! Post our 2 B Reads. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:37:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314361372418048 - #377 
tweet details

@CBethM @teachingfriends Good idea! I like that...less about more work...more 
about cross-posting then. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:37:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314294091587584 - #378 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @aleaness Hadn't thought of mailing. I'll suggest that to him! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:37:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314292212535296 - #379 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks What I love, however, is that you @ yourself 
(wink). #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:37:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314254077935616 - #380 
tweet details
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@AndersonGL We're creating The List of Lists to help students make summer 
reading choices. Will share when it's finished. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:37:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314250797989888 - #381 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @cppotter @donalynbooks @katsok @MrSchuReads Is it illegal to 
vote numerous times? I may be padding the pot for Babymouse #guilty #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:37:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314235497160704 - #382 
tweet details

@cppotter I spend last two weeks of school booktalking high- interest books before 
summer vacation. Students make personal lists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:37:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314229063098368 - #383 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Yes, we will archive the chat later. Thanks, to@CBethM for 
showing me how. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:37:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314187594022912 - #384 
tweet details

@laurajspangler Pics of summer reading sounds like a great thing for teachers & 
students. Everyone shares! @lkstrohecker #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:37:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314183043203072 - #385 
tweet details

@ratzelster @frankisibberson #titletalk Kids make connections w/each other in GRs 
and then c each f2f to trade books. How's that for swapping tech? 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:37:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314159819325441 - #386 
tweet details

@kinnick72 Wow... it sounds like I need to get on board and familiarize myself with 
GR!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:36:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314118106972160 - #387 
tweet details

@mcrainwater @wscalfaro I like Shelfari...its much simpler than Goodreads, but it 
is not edu specific so students could be friended by anyone. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:36:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314103082987520 - #388 
tweet details

@mtechman RT @donalynbooks: RT @teachingfriends A summer reading list 
should come more from students than from the grown ups. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:36:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314097294839809 - #389 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly what about asking publishe rs like @leeandlow for new releases 
that can be sent home with kids for them to review? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:36:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314085844393985 - #390 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk I like the idea of kids taking pix of their read. Might try this 
summer. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:36:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314068324777984 - #391 
tweet details

@teachingfriends @CBethM #titletalk I copy / paste (and usually add more) my 
Goodreads reviews to my blog. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:36:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314062943490048 - #392 
tweet details

@CBethM @lkstrohecker I love these reading in the wild pics ideas as well. One of 
the zillion ideas I have gotten from these #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:36:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314048083070976 - #393 
tweet details

@dmcordell RT @MrSchuReads: Sorry for the personal plug BUT please vote for 
this year's road trip buddy: http://tinyurl.com/3wtm3f2 #Titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:36:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314029464559618 - #394 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @teachingfriends A summer reading list should come more 
from students than from the grown ups. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:36:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62314003405352960 - #395 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop RE:loaning books- if multiple copies available to loan, kids form 
their own book clubs, set dates for talks, take several titles. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:36:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313991313166336 - #396 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @AndersonGL Online book convo was my last school. Wasn't 
"allowed" to do that here :( #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:36:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313962313760769 - #397 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @wscalfaro I use Goodreads for my personal reading and many 
of our classes uses Shelfari. Seems good for young children. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:36:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313964972945408 - #398 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @wscalfaro What??? A permanent record of this discussion??? 
My goodness, I shudder to think what one might do with such a thing. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:36:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313908228198400 - #399 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @MrSchuReads: Sorry for the personal plug BUT please vote for this 
year's road trip buddy: http://tinyurl.com/3wtm3f2 #Titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:36:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313894626078720 - #400 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @PaulWHankins Re:Upcoming titles-I always make sure my 
students know greatest summer reads coming out b4 I see them in the fall. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313827127140352 - #401 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Love the idea of collecting & sharing photos of summer reading, and 
of students taking ownership of summer reading recs #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313812124114944 - #402 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @teachingfriends: @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks 
#titletalk A summer reading list should come more from students than from the 
grown ups. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313811713073152 - #403 
tweet details

@AndersonGL Tragic but true. RT @RdngTeach: But I have another who is hard 
core gang mmbr who won't take book home. Will get beat up for it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313782248087552 - #404 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @RdngTeach your clientele sounds similar to mine. Difficult to 
break through #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313784643043328 - #405 
tweet details
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@RdngTeach @ReadersInk I think it changes for each kid. So many of mine have 
lots of drama around them. Distracts from rdng habit! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313780243210240 - #406 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @ratzelster: @CBethM Once I found phone app for GR, my 
participation skyrocketed. Kids use phone way more than computer. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313771552620544 - #407 
tweet details

@wscalfaro Does anyone use Shelfari? I use Goodreads, but am wondering about 
using Shelfari with just students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313758722228224 - #408 
tweet details

@cppotter @donalynbooks @katsok @MrSchuReads I also voted for Babymouse. 
She does drive a race car! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313755018674176 - #409 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @ReadersInk rdg what u wrote makes me glad for all the books i 
sent home w/ kids #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313685451939840 - #410 
tweet details

@teachingfriends @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks #titletalk A summer reading 
list should come more from students than from the grown ups. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313678623621120 - #411 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @MrSchuReads: Sorry for the personal plug BUT please vote 
for this years road trip buddy: http://tinyurl.com/3wtm3f2 #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313662731386880 - #412 
tweet details

@mtechman Cell phone to podcast sitesRT @jgmac1106 http://bit.ly/xxu2G 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313663595421696 - #413 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks I've noticed that you never @ me with a 
response or a tweet. I ain't no Limburger. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313641646632961 - #414 
tweet details

@ratzelster @CBethM #titletalk Once I found phone app for GR, my participation 
skyrocketed. Kids use phone way more than computer. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:35:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313643152388096 - #415 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @RdngTeach Were the online book conversations available to them 
over the summer? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313599535808513 - #416 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @katsok @MrSchuReads @donalynbooks I voted for 
Babymouse, too. Just saw a cute pink and black suitcase at Target! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313580057464832 - #417 
tweet details

@ReadersInk @RdngTeach I was a poor, at-risk kid who loved to read...having the 
books come to me so helpful (no transport). #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313512260734976 - #418 
tweet details
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@CBethM I already have goodreads, but not nearly enough students are on there. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313496775372801 - #419 
tweet details

@KateMessner This is my first year using GoodReads w/ kids - I'm hoping they 
continue to be active book-talkers there through the summer! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313493633839104 - #420 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly I also think privileging audio shd be encouraged too, alongside 
rdg. both help readers . #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313476458168320 - #421 
tweet details

@teachingfriends #titletalk I have so many books to read, I'm not sure the summer 
is long enough to get to them all! So many books, so little time. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313478089736192 - #422 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Sorry for the personal plug BUT please vote for this year's road 
trip buddy: http://tinyurl.com/3wtm3f2 #Titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313463803944960 - #423 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @AndersonGL But I have another who is hard core gang mmbr who 
won't take book home. Will get beat up for it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313456522637312 - #424 
tweet details

@wscalfaro Is this chat transcribed after? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313447093837825 - #425 
tweet details

@ratzelster @thereadingzone #titletalk GR has been my savior this yr in getting 
kids amped up to read NF...It's like pulling teeth 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313425686114305 - #426 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks And if you make a list, make a comprehensive 
list that offers choice within choice. Addresses potential conflict. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313424473964544 - #427 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @mentortexts @CBethM I've seen the power of @ProfessorNana 's 
Reading Ladders work with my students. Brilliant approach. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313416991318016 - #428 
tweet details

@CBethM I love the idea of having a book blog to show students what I have heard 
about, what I have read, what I might suggest. #scheming #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313407541551104 - #429 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @frankisibberson: ...have teachers share summer rdg plans 
publicly on a big wall--can start conversations or on the website. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:34:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313389849976832 - #430 
tweet details

@katsok @MrSchuReads @katsok @donalynbooks I've voted - who's in the lead? 
Come on, Babymouse! #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:33:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313362054324224 - #431 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 @frankisibberson I didn't think about that. Even for students 
wallwisher would be a great way to share quick summer reading recs #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:33:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313348099874816 - #432 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @AndersonGL I did have some kids come back this yr and tell me 
they read over summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:33:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313279342649344 - #433 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @msj5ny @ratzelster goodreads #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:33:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313265115566081 - #434 
tweet details

@mtechman @jgmac1106 @seani thanks, guys! I'm still on bunny slopes with 
phones, mobile apps #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:33:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313258954145794 - #435 
tweet details

@kinnick72 RT @katemessner: @MrSchuReads @donalynbooks 
@Shannonmmiller LOVE the idea of "Where I Read and Wrote this Summer!!" 
#titletalk #fcsd 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:33:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313253807726592 - #436 
tweet details

@katsok @MrSchuReads @donalynbooks @Shannonmmiller Are your students 
going to post pictures throughout the summer or bring them in fall? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:33:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313244764815360 - #437 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: @AndersonGL @cppotter This is why choice 
is better than lists. Values family beliefs. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:33:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313185256022016 - #438 
tweet details

@CBethM @mentortexts @AndersonGL What can I say? @ProfessorNana and her 
ladders make so much sense! It really does work like that. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:33:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313165727338496 - #439 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @katsok @donalynbooks I travel and read with a children's lit. 
character, too. Students follow the character's journey. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:33:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313148274851840 - #440 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @teachingfriends I spend the summer catching up on the books 
my students got first all year:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:32:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313102154285056 - #441 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Might be nice to have teachers share summer reading plans 
publicly on a big wall that can start conversations or on the website. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:32:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313085771333632 - #442 
tweet details

@kinnick72 Me too! RT @teachingfriends: #titletalk Since I don't have enough time 
to get to every book every kid recommends, I have a long summer... 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:32:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313080893345792 - #443 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Summer reading should be about upcoming titles too. When are 
you going to talk about these September (read-yesterday)(grin). #TitleTalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:32:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313054230163456 - #444 
tweet details

@katsok @KateMessner Love your One Book to read... will have to steal this idea! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:32:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313047972253696 - #445 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir I also share reads and book news with my students on my blog's 
site on Facebook. Lots of my students on FB. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:32:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313042351882242 - #446 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks agree. Cultr of rdng SO Powerful. Have seen it 
this past wk during testing-stus quietly wander to my stacks-p/u bks #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:32:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313027273367553 - #447 
tweet details

@teachingfriends @thereadingzone @PaulWHankins #titletalk I totally agree. 
Summer reading should be wide and varied in depth, genre, culture, and topics. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:32:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313027474690049 - #448 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @AndersonGL Unfortunately,most do. Bcs I don't get all of them 
back and don't know who I will get next yr, I can't "require" rdng #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:32:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313028594573313 - #449 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 @mtechman http://bit.ly/xxu2G #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:32:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62313001910419456 - #450 
tweet details

@aleaness @RdngTeach I agree, why we need to spend time reading to and with 
them during private time #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:32:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312991567257600 - #451 
tweet details

@mrteachersir RT @donalynbooks: We also hold a school-wide book swap right 
before school ends to promote summer reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:32:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312988543168512 - #452 
tweet details

@KateMessner @MrSchuReads @donalynbooks @Shannonmmiller LOVE the 
idea of "Where I Read and Wrote this Summer!!" #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:32:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312931773255680 - #453 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @MaryAnnReilly I don't know what we are doing, but know I am 
collecting links to sites like Wonderopolis to add for summer rdg. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:32:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312902652198912 - #454 
tweet details

@msj5ny @ratzelster @thereadingzone #titletalk what's GR? 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312863561285632 - #455 
tweet details

@mtechman @ratzelster great idea!!! Will test it before school is out #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312821416927232 - #456 
tweet details

@debrobl @donalynbooks Totally agree that students should want to keep reading! 
#titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:31:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312816924835840 - #457 
tweet details

@teachingfriends #titletalk Since I don't have enough time to get to every book 
every kid recommends, I have a long summer reading list. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312812772462592 - #458 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @RdngTeach So do your kids take the summer off from reading? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312807311474688 - #459 
tweet details

@katsok @MrSchuReads @donalynbooks Loved your animoto video from last 
year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312808058060800 - #460 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @AndersonGL @cppotter This is why choice is better than lists. 
Values family beliefs. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312804241248256 - #461 
tweet details

@KateMessner (Err...that was an older summer rdg. rec. list...here's the 2010 one!) 
http://kmessner.livejournal.com/110865.html #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312798075633664 - #462 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @KateMessner Re: Sharing books read on blog...Yes! I do this, 
too. My blog is for my students--to help them find their next read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312785404641281 - #463 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @kinnick72 It's a highly formal discussion. I still have to get my 
one-liners and zingers in here somehow. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312781277433856 - #464 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @donalynbooks The entire school is doing it this year: Where I 
Read and Wrote This Summer. @Shannonmmiller and I are teaming up #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312768358977537 - #465 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 @mtechman There are apps to phone in podcasts. I'll look for them 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312764324069376 - #466 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @PaulWHankins yes! Summer reading suggestions should 
include lots of genres, styles, cultures! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312719348543488 - #467 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop End the year w/ author studies- websites, title lists, team book talks. 
Kids spend the summer pursuing faves #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312713547808768 - #468 
tweet details

@mentortexts @CBethM @AndersonGL Sounds like @ProfessorNana's Reading 
Ladders! Keep giving them books to move them up the rungs! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312677988499456 - #469 
tweet details

@RdngTeach It is easy to say to kid 'you should be a reader all the time". 
Sometimes outside school life can make that very uncomfortable! #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:31:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312667481772032 - #470 
tweet details

@jmalphy @donalynbooks I have picture that a mom sent me last summer of her 
kdg daughter reading on a tractor! Awesome! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312658594050048 - #471 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @donalynbooks Yes, here's where Mr. Schu Read last summer 
http://tinyurl.com/3btowof #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:31:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312619763171328 - #472 
tweet details

@ratzelster @mtechman #titletalk What about Voki...you can phone those in? 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:30:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312602373586944 - #473 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @KateMessner do something similar, but LOVE the title - may be 
borrowing it! thanks! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:30:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312578273128448 - #474 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @cppotter Anything that even hints at sex, violence, gangs, or 
death will generate parent complaints. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:30:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312575450353664 - #475 
tweet details

@teachingfriends @donalynbooks #titletalk The reality is that once the culture of 
reading support is gone, some students will stop reading. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:30:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312561118416896 - #476 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @mentortexts @donalynbooks I love this idea! I am totally going 
to steal it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:30:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312502326865921 - #477 
tweet details

@mtechman is there a way to phone in a post to some site that I could then 
retrieve, post to schl Edmodo? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:30:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312490578616321 - #478 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @KateMessner: I share on my blog, too - Heres our "One 
Book to Read This Summer" list from last June: http://bit.ly/feXJj8 #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:30:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312403165130752 - #479 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: The amazing @mrschureads takes photos of 
himself reading during his vacations, too:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:30:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312399847440385 - #480 
tweet details

@debrobl RT @donalynbooks: If we have created a classroom/ school culture that 
truly promotes reading, why would they stop reading? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:30:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312401160257537 - #481 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @donalynbooks I think for some kids our class culture does not carry 
over into home lives. Taking bks home=getting jumped #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:30:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312375264616448 - #482 
tweet details

@cppotter @AndersonGL What kind of parent complaints? #titletalk #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:29:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312356910350336 - #483 
tweet details

@gottsled @MrSchuReads #titletalk luv the idea of student cr8ed lists 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:29:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312359770849280 - #484 
tweet details

@KateMessner I share on my blog, too - Here's our "One Book to Read This 
Summer" list from last June: http://bit.ly/feXJj8 #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:29:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312306008260609 - #485 
tweet details

@thereadingzone #titletalk my post on our cross-curricular summer reading: 
http://thereadingzone.wordpress.com/2011/03/28/integrated-summer-reading/ 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:29:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312272961347585 - #486 
tweet details

@donalynbooks The amazing @mrschureads takes photos of himself reading 
during his vacations, too:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:29:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312274332893184 - #487 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @PaulWHankins just pub recommended graphic novels/nonfiction 
for HS here. http://bit.ly/f31kSB #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:29:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312245593518080 - #488 
tweet details

@judykmck We run a reading prog. over our summer, kids can come in 3-4 times 
over summer and change books, & be in to win prizes #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:29:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312228153606144 - #489 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @AndersonGL With Smartphones, those books become like Flat 
Stanleys out and about. . ."in the wild" as @donalynbooks would say. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:29:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312221304299521 - #490 
tweet details

@aflemming @MrSchuReads Easier for public libs to be effective partners if we 
know titles early so we can enough copies #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:29:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312190522310656 - #491 
tweet details

@teachingfriends #titletalk I usually hold a book swap at the end of the year. I think 
I might have the kids present summer reading book talks. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:29:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312189901553664 - #492 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @frankisibberson The list is posted to the library's website and 
sent home via the parent listserv. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:29:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312166220513281 - #493 
tweet details

@ratzelster @jmalphy #titletalk Can u say more about this idea? What a gr8 seed. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:29:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312158087741440 - #494 
tweet details

@gottsled @frankisibberson #titletalk They were doing it for students but it was 
really a list of bks that they though… (cont) http://deck.ly/~AULRx 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:29:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312117453336576 - #495 
tweet details

@AndersonGL We have had a lot of parent complaints about our lists. Thinking 
about having parents sign off on kids choices. Thoughts? #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:28:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312105096916992 - #496 
tweet details

@KateMessner I give a writing assignment VT teacher Cindy Faughnan shared: 
"The One Book to Read this Summer." I compile list & share w/ all. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:28:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312098419576832 - #497 
tweet details

@donalynbooks If we have created a classroom/ school culture that truly promotes 
reading, why would they stop reading? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:28:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312027359686656 - #498 
tweet details

@hale27storm I have each kid give recommendations for end of yr. I give list of 
summer releases. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:28:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312010783789056 - #499 
tweet details

@jmalphy @donalynbooks I had an "All the Places I've Read" photo submsn last 
summer of staff & students reading over vacation! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:28:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62312005108895744 - #500 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @MrSchuReads How do you publish the list of student 
suggested reading? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:28:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311994488930304 - #501 
tweet details

@lizziebear Had a donorschoose pizza party and teachers collaborated to get 
books for summer lending library #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:28:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311987878694912 - #502 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @lkstrohecker I have about 150 incoming juniors. I already know 
my "readers." I can lead them with an ARC. Works each year. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:28:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311984984629249 - #503 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @jmalphy I believe each grade level had 10-15 recommendations. 
Students loved having ownership. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:28:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311922908934145 - #504 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: 1 ye, I asked my students to send me photos of 
them rdg during their summer vacations. Hilarious and charming. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:28:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311896824545280 - #505 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 @verystillnorth not collaborative but you could do journals, chapter 
summaries, character bios, predictions, alternative ending #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:28:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311894156967936 - #506 
tweet details

@gottsled @mentortexts #titletalk in the case that i was they didn't do that but I 
think doing what u suggest makes i… (cont) http://deck.ly/~1iFxU 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:28:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311886175223808 - #507 
tweet details

@ratzelster @AndersonGL #titletalk I can just imagine how funny and fun these 
could be 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:28:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311887966183425 - #508 
tweet details

@ReadersInk Remember to reach out to the poorest students! Those without 
internet, transportation, etc. Often at-risk kids! #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:28:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311875425218560 - #509 
tweet details

@leakelley I'm going to let the outgoing 8th graders make the suggested list for the 
incoming 8th graders. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311836439150592 - #510 
tweet details

@CBethM @AndersonGL Exactly. So maybe it's not about the assignments. Maybe 
we start by finding them the books that will lead to more. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311814616195072 - #511 
tweet details

@mtechman we did our Book Swap before winter break - next year, I'll plan for last 
week of school #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311772979331072 - #512 
tweet details

@AndersonGL Great idea --> RT @donalynbooks: I asked students to send photos 
of them reading during summer vacations. Hilarious & charming. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311767279271936 - #513 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins And please. . .Summer Reading doesn't have to be about the 
novel? Graphics novels? Poetry collections? Michael Cart anthologies? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311749809999872 - #514 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop Kids may enjoy being able to self-track/record titles using this site: 
http://www.reading-rewards.com/ #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311732290400256 - #515 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly RT @MrSchuReads: My students create the library's suggested 
summer reading list. They start submitting in two weeks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311686924812288 - #516 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PaulWHankins i agree-if i put my personal bks in hands of kids 
I do so knowing they may not come back-it's OK #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311647074713600 - #517 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @mrschureads Great idea to have students create the summer 
lists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311643043995648 - #518 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 @verystillnorth Not sure about SM without access? Could we try snail 
mail? Phone calls? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311634865094656 - #519 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @donalynbooks Never tried Tweetchat... good idea. I'll also pass it 
along to my tweeps! #titletalk #fcsd 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311630381391872 - #520 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I do the same RT @KateMessner My students make their own 
summer reading lists, based on classmates' recommendations. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311619614605312 - #521 
tweet details
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@frankisibberson @gottsled Was this a list of staff recommendations for students? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311620185034753 - #522 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker @PaulWHankins How do you distribute ARCs? With a limited 
supply and lots of kids who would want them, that could be a challenge. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311620503801856 - #523 
tweet details

@mentortexts @donalynbooks @gottsled What about everyone in school- 
including secretary, janitor, school bus driver, pe teacher...? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311610512965632 - #524 
tweet details

@gottsled @donalynbooks #titletalk exactly! When u have tchrs other than Engl 
tchrs making recs it does send that messa… (cont) http://deck.ly/~Kyvcr 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:27:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311613151182848 - #525 
tweet details

@ratzelster @MaryAnnReilly #titletalk What a smart idea. Kids know what they like 
to read & u get their buy-in this way. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:26:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311607174299649 - #526 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Many of my kids w/o access to SM/internet buddy up w/othrs. Or use 
public library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:26:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311563121528832 - #527 
tweet details

@KateMessner My students make their own summer reading lists, based on 
classmates' recommendations. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:26:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311522692640770 - #528 
tweet details

@mtechman RT @MrSchuReads: My students create the library's suggested 
summer reading list. They start submitting in two weeks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:26:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311510491402240 - #529 
tweet details

@ratzelster #titletalk @verystillnorth Most kids have phones...r u asking those w/no 
phones? 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:26:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311494796328960 - #530 
tweet details

@debrobl @mentortexts I like this idea for all kids! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:26:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311474139365376 - #531 
tweet details

@donalynbooks One year, I asked my students to send me photos of them reading 
during their summer vacations. Hilarious and charming. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:26:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311466644144129 - #532 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly I have made summer lists based on what kids recommended. a 
big hit. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:26:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311456225492992 - #533 
tweet details

@mtechman RT @MaryAnnReilly: we are so fortunate to have @gottsled as our 
librarian! HS library is a crowded place because of her. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:26:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311444141711360 - #534 
tweet details
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@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks I'm actually typing slower so people can keep up. 
This is a Web 1.0 approach. Took me five minutes to type this. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:26:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311406657216512 - #535 
tweet details

@gottsled #titletalk @MaryAnnReilly new teen lib at town lib cud b part of this 
initiative as well Very supportive! 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:25:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311346708021248 - #536 
tweet details

@jmalphy @MrSchuReads Great idea! How many titles do you normally have on 
this? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:25:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311232941731840 - #537 
tweet details

@verystillnorth Liking the idea of using sm to discuss books, but what about kids 
without any access? Any ideas? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:25:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311224595054592 - #538 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @donalynbooks i agree. that's why it is the established culture 
that matters, not so much the program/ #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:25:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311183620907008 - #539 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Remember, Summer is vacation time. How about ARCs? I tell 
mine it's okay if the book falls of the boat or is left at grandma's. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:25:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311185520918528 - #540 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @CBethM Faking is exactly the dilemma. When they write fakery in 
a well-written report, they get a good grade for Not Reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:25:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311161118457856 - #541 
tweet details

@hale27storm @donalynbooks How does the book swap work? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:25:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311148489424897 - #542 
tweet details

@aleaness If I tell my son he has to read, he balks, but if I start reading and draw 
him in.... or leave books in smart places.... #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:25:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311147331780608 - #543 
tweet details

@ReadersInk @mtechman @alybee930 That's a neat idea, mailing books. I was 
without library or transportation as youth, would have loved it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:25:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311124506378240 - #544 
tweet details

@gottsled @MaryAnnReilly #titletalk : ) blushing! 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:25:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311125227814913 - #545 
tweet details

@mcrainwater @MrSchuReads Great idea! I love giving students ownership. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:24:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311082009706496 - #546 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: We also hold a school-wide book swap 
right before school ends to promote summer reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:24:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311069326114816 - #547 
tweet details
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@MaryAnnReilly RT @frankisibberson: @MrSchuReads @Shannonmmiller Would 
love to hear more about online summer program. #titletalk me too 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:24:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311047729659905 - #548 
tweet details

@gottsled #titletalk @MaryAnnReilly love the idea of loaning out ereaders and 
ipads for students to use 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:24:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311039294906369 - #549 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I'm using Tweetchat tonight and it makes following the rapid pace 
easier! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:24:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62311008299008001 - #550 
tweet details

@hale27storm @mtechman @donalynbooks great idea! Maybe post new book 
trailers every week to keep them coming back #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:24:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310972739686400 - #551 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly we are so fortunate to have @gottsled as our librarian! HS library 
is a crowded place because of her. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:24:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310973821820928 - #552 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @hale27storm it would also allow for continuation of community 
which is good for reading as well #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:24:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310932461780992 - #553 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @mentortexts like the idea of sum mtgs @ library-might work for 
me #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:24:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310920499642369 - #554 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads My students create the library's suggested summer reading list. 
They start submitting in two weeks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:24:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310908063518721 - #555 
tweet details

@eductwitt @alybee930 My students no internet and district policy we are no to 
blog, tweet or FB w/ students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:24:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310862886682624 - #556 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @debrobl Intrinsic pleasure works for you, me, & many students but 
we have some VERY hard cases when it comes to reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:24:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310865453592576 - #557 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks like the idea of school wide book swap. W/pass 
on to ele colleagues-may give away some freebies b 4 year ends #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310786885894144 - #558 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @ratzelster ys so true and their eyes r younger:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310772155498496 - #559 
tweet details

@ReadersInk @lorilovesbooks YES!! Getting up at crack of dawn, seeing it parked 
across the street--wow. Bookmobile anticipation! :D #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310767801798656 - #560 
tweet details
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@gottsled #titletalk Love the idea of using social media to discuss bks We do that 
here frequently 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310737158221825 - #561 
tweet details

@mtechman @alybee930 wonder if I could find local company to fund mailing of 
books to students w/out internet? not that many at my schl #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310725858758656 - #562 
tweet details

@alybee930 @mcrainwater One time a month - last Sunday is #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310721425379329 - #563 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker @donalynbooks Love the idea of a book swap, and of students 
sharing summer reading suggestions w/one another. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310721677049858 - #564 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @mcrainwater The last Sunday of each month friend. This was 
@donalynbooks' idea. In case this should fall of your birthday, mine. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310707965853696 - #565 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @gottsled Great idea! Sends the message that everyone is a 
reader! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310709765214208 - #566 
tweet details

@mentortexts I'm thinking of inviting some of my kiddos who need more support to 
meet up w me at library a few times over the summer. For fun. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310695768829952 - #567 
tweet details

@jmalphy @frankisibberson I believe you're right. Many go to our local libraries just 
to access the net. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310692971216896 - #568 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @gottsled deb we shd think about loaning e-readers to HS 
students this summer. Let kids w/ iPads keep them for summer #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310684356120577 - #569 
tweet details

@ratzelster @MaryAnnReilly #titletalk Yr so right...everyone can use Kindle...even 
on a phone. Don't have to actually have device. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310680967135232 - #570 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir RT @donalynbooks: We also hold a school-wide book swap right 
before school ends to promote summer reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310647316217856 - #571 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @mcrainwater Welcome! #titletalk happens 4th Sunday of each 
month! Enjoy! 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:23:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310626042716161 - #572 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @debrobl Intrinsic pleasure works for you, me, and some students 
but we have some VERY hard cases when it comes to reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:22:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310586305871872 - #573 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks RT @RdngTeach: When we read a good book, what do we do? 
Lots of us share it through SM! Why not allow kids to do same? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:22:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310587551588352 - #574 
tweet details

@gottsled #titletalk Saw a summer reading list once which consisted of suggestions 
by every single staff member! Was ver… (cont) http://deck.ly/~N2vud 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:22:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310552315240449 - #575 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @aleaness having access to apps and readers is so new. wonder 
how it will influence summer rdg? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:22:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310494316404736 - #576 
tweet details

@AndersonGL Is something like this worth considering? More Ideas Than You’ll 
Ever Use for Book Reports http://bit.ly/icc9QX #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:22:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310451786162176 - #577 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Sometimes 4get 4many of our kids,part of joy of rdng comes from 
social aspect.Y don't they read during summer?No 1 to share with. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:22:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310454176923648 - #578 
tweet details

@aleaness Send notes to parents, tell them to leave books laying around... #titletalk 
Strategic placement. Backseat of car. on top of DS :) 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:22:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310444886532096 - #579 
tweet details

@2ndgradetchr we started a 4 week summer school last summer & it prevented the 
summer slump for those students #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:22:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310428612624384 - #580 
tweet details

@mcrainwater I'm new to #titletalk. Does this group discuss reading every Sunday? 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:22:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310405313273857 - #581 
tweet details

@ratzelster @frankisibberson #titletalk Esepcially if we think phone access even 
broader than computer access. Smaller is wider, I think. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:22:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310400003276800 - #582 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @jmalphy @frankisibberson We're discussing our collaborative 
summer reading program on 6/7. http://tinyurl.com/3cfq7oj #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:22:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310379052740608 - #583 
tweet details

@hale27storm @karenterlecky didn't assign grading or requirements. I had every 
student post over the summer at least twice #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:21:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310349227040770 - #584 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @PaulWHankins They r interested & set up for it. I held book club 
chats (paid teachers) & ran them in pub libraries #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:21:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310291047854081 - #585 
tweet details

@debrobl @AndersonGL I would hope that intrinsic pleasure would serve as a 
sufficient outcome. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:21:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310257141104641 - #586 
tweet details
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@ratzelster @mtechman #titletalk How would u do these records? 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:21:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310248345632768 - #587 
tweet details

@donalynbooks We also hold a school-wide book swap right before school ends to 
promote summer reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:21:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310243748675584 - #588 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I find more kids often have more access to internet than 
opportunities to visit library/bookstore. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:21:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310225008537600 - #589 
tweet details

@CBethM @AndersonGL But how do you make them accountable in a way that 
those students can't fake the "proof" of having read? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:21:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310214032044032 - #590 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @jgmac1106 @CBethM @AndersonGL @donalynbooks I have 
sum rdg grp of adults-we started priv grp/reviewing via goodreads last yr #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:21:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310189054951424 - #591 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir #titletalk I am going to talk to my principal-see if I can open 
classroom library a few times over summer so kids can get access to books. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:21:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310160001007616 - #592 
tweet details

@mtechman @donalynbooks also, I'd like to record a bunch of student videos of 
book suggestions for Edmodo #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:21:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310153092993025 - #593 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 At the middle school I work at they line the walls with little placards of 
the books that students read over summer #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:21:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310141646737408 - #594 
tweet details

@zgporter Edmodo for discussion of summer reading? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:21:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310138358411264 - #595 
tweet details

@ratzelster #titletalk The more online we can b, the more likely they can find 
someone with whom to talk about book. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:21:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310109870694400 - #596 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Lots of conversations before the school year ends. I talk to them 
frankly about summer slump and the need to keep reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:20:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310056493977600 - #597 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: At some point, reading has to belong to the 
kids. If not during the summer, when? After adulthood? Too late. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:20:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62310025120591872 - #598 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @alybee930 i have sent books home from classroom collections. 
we did lose books, but thought it worth it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:20:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309996867760128 - #599 
tweet details
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@katsok @donalynbooks Totally agree. At some point the kids have to begin to 
read because they want to, not for a prize. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:20:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309998201540608 - #600 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @MaryAnnReilly The summer is an excellent opportunity to 
partner with local libraries! @abbylibrarian, I am ready after June 6th! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:20:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309972565966849 - #601 
tweet details

@mtechman @PaulWHankins no reason not to allow summer chckouts. I've 
worked in v strict libraries & v generous ones -no dif in losses #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:20:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309951514746880 - #602 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I plan to have my students create lists of books they think other 
students would like to read and share them via edmodo. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:20:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309894606434304 - #603 
tweet details

@karenterlecky Agree!RT @MaryAnnReilly the habit of rdg doesn't happen bcuz 
summer rdg program. It happens alongside what is valued all yr long. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:20:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309863623098368 - #604 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @AndersonGL @RdngTeach like online convo too. Maybe 
setting it up interstate would intrigue some #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309830882361344 - #605 
tweet details

@ReadersInk @lorilovesbooks I used to love Bookmobiles! I got so many books 
that way, since I was far from a library as youth. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309826247671808 - #606 
tweet details

@RdngTeach When we read a good book, what do we do? Lots of us share it 
through SM! Why not allow kids to do same w/their summer rdng? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309817112461312 - #607 
tweet details

@msj5ny RT @frankisibberson: I would love to explore something like Shelfari to 
keep kids reading and talking about books over summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309815870963712 - #608 
tweet details

@2ndgradetchr i read gone with the wind 1 summer because it was assigned 
reading. was shocked to hear many of my classmates just watched movie #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309794127691777 - #609 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @donalynbooks @CBethM We/re concerned that worst summer 
slumpers might be those who won't read w/o some kind of accountability. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309759730200576 - #610 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: At some point, reading has to belong to the 
kids. If not during the summer, when? After adulthood? Too late. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309756437663746 - #611 
tweet details

@kinnick72 RT @donalynbooks: At some point, reading has to belong to the kids. If 
not during the summer, when? After adulthood? Too late. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309752608264193 - #612 
tweet details
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@zgporter What sort of goals do you have for summer reading? Length? Age of 
text? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309753090617345 - #613 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Love the idea to use blogging/email to stay connected w/summer 
reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309725122985984 - #614 
tweet details

@wscalfaro @PaulWHankins I like the word wall idea. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309717975904256 - #615 
tweet details

@laurajspangler Interesting ideas about summer reading in #titletalk discussion. 
Using established/popular Web 2.0 tools sounds like a great way to go. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309709788618754 - #616 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @alybee930 @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks when i have run 
summer rdg programs, i have partnered with city libraries. They r open. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309649084456960 - #617 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 @CBethM @AndersonGL @donalynbooks like idea of finding online 
space or even email to have kids accountable. page logs r useless #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309620898738176 - #618 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @AndersonGL I also gave kids my cell # in case of tech problems. 
Had kids call me cuz wanted to talk out their reaction to book! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309606923304961 - #619 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @kinnick72 That's a good point. Thanks for sharing this. It is a 
service that goes all year long. . .#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:19:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309597351911424 - #620 
tweet details

@donalynbooks At some point, reading has to belong to the kids. If not during the 
summer, when? After adulthood? Too late. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:18:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309546558881792 - #621 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @MrSchuReads @Shannonmmiller Would love to hear more 
about online summer program. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:18:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309527055380480 - #622 
tweet details

@lorilovesbooks Are there still bookmobiles? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:18:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309505911885827 - #623 
tweet details

@jmalphy @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks I did this last year. Neighboring 
librarian let kids take 10 bks out for summer. Got them all back! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:18:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309481761083392 - #624 
tweet details

@aleaness She then went and downloaded free ebook app on her own. Wanted to 
be able to read on the touch. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:18:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309451771813888 - #625 
tweet details
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@eductwitt @donalynbooks Planning for Christmas and Spring break def increased 
reading. Will do for summer and loan from classroom lib. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:18:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309431374921728 - #626 
tweet details

@alybee930 What happens to kids who have no internet connection or library 
access in the summer? Some ideas great if access at home #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:18:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309413448466432 - #627 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Great idea to use edmodo. I can leave my old classes open and 
continue to monitor. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:18:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309394288873472 - #628 
tweet details

@CBethM @AndersonGL @donalynbooks How do we make them accountable? 
Who am I accountable to for my summer reading? Have I ever been? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:18:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309358335307776 - #629 
tweet details

@kinnick72 @paulwhankins Of course they SHOULD, but summer is the only time 
for our overworked librarians to do inventory of their books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:17:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309333777649664 - #630 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @RdngTeach I like the online convo possibility A LOT. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:17:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309317239521280 - #631 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @hale27storm already have class blog in place; would be so 
simple to promo it for sharing rdg titles this summer #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:17:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309317927387136 - #632 
tweet details

@ratzelster #titletalk Wonder if we couldn't co-op pub lib to join forces to do once a 
month techie fest of book trailer production. Kids would Love it 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:17:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309284351975424 - #633 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @AndersonGL What accountability piece could we put in place 
that would guarantee they all read anyway? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:17:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309277586563073 - #634 
tweet details

@alybee930 @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Our schools would have no staffing4 
summer check out. Plus often schl is being cleaned/construction. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:17:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309232019644416 - #635 
tweet details

@mtechman @jmalphy yes! love the idea of using Edmodo and can simultaneously 
build in some cybercivility lessons #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:17:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309196514865152 - #636 
tweet details

@muellerspace The librarian provided the stamps, address, and postcards. I think 
we would be in a raffle for a new book or maybe other thing? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:17:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309197445988352 - #637 
tweet details

@CBethM @MrSchuReads Students have emailed me asking for reading 
suggestions as well. Not as frequent over the summer as during schl yr. #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:17:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309152378195969 - #638 
tweet details

@lorilovesbooks I always weed my classroom library before school gets out...and 
let students take the books home for keeps. Summer reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:17:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309149781929986 - #639 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Our librarian friends can share 
the issues w/ loaning books/opening school libraries over the summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:17:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309121759784961 - #640 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @donalynbooks Will they read if they're not somehow accountable 
when they return? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:17:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309104147890177 - #641 
tweet details

@littlepig1 #SRP ... "Storyopolis" #WPB Public Library!! RT @mtechman: hi 
everyone, very pleased to join discussion re summer reading #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:16:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309073714036736 - #642 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Last year, we had students interact with @deborahwiles reading 
Countdown. Hope to do the same with @gaepol this summer. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:16:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309074779377664 - #643 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 Another idea is to have groups of students with shared titles and have 
them discuss together #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:16:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309075509190656 - #644 
tweet details

@cppotter @frankisibberson I agree, it's hard 2 stay connected w/kids over 
summer. I like idea of blogging or Shelfari 2 stay in touch #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:16:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309059243687937 - #645 
tweet details

@hale27storm @karenterlecky I made it fairly informal. It gave students opportunity 
to see what everyone else was reading #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:16:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62309020706422785 - #646 
tweet details

@kinnick72 #titletalk is talking summer reading...RT @donalynbooks: Kim's 
research suggests that 4-5 books over the summer can prevent the slump. #fcsd 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:16:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308997688074240 - #647 
tweet details

@katsok @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks I wish our school library was open - that 
would be amazing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:16:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308971335262208 - #648 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly the habit of rdg doesn't happen because of sa ummer rdg 
program. It happens alongside what is valued all yr long. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:16:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308960325214208 - #649 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @AndersonGL My kids did write. It was just online and to each other 
rather than me! We had great convo about the book as we read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:16:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308957435342848 - #650 
tweet details

@ratzelster @lindseylea #titletalk Do they already blog? 
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Mon Apr 25 00:16:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308885461078016 - #651 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @MrSchuReads I encourage kids to email me, too, and I use 
goodreads with many of my former students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:16:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308877672259586 - #652 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @Shannonmmiller and I are setting up an online summer program 
to encourage kids to read and connect over the summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:16:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308854393876480 - #653 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks I know it's dicey, but shouldn't our schools allow 
for "over the summer" checkouts? Too risky? Do schools do this? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:15:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308826237517825 - #654 
tweet details

@verystillnorth @2ndgradetchr Similarly, I'm trying to get donorschoose funding for 
summer books http://bit.ly/fDgZtj #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:15:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308786978824192 - #655 
tweet details

@lindseylea @jgmac1106 I want kids to start blogging as a place to discuss their 
independent books they read during the school year #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:15:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308787532472320 - #656 
tweet details

@muellerspace My jr high librarian had us send in a postcard for up to 5 bks we 
read over summer and what it's about. Don't remember incentive #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:15:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308777071874048 - #657 
tweet details

@jmalphy @frankisibberson I want to keep chatting with my book club kids via 
Edmodo ovr the summer. Great way for us to communicate @ bks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:15:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308761670397952 - #658 
tweet details

@pepepacha RT @BookaliciousPam: I read all summer long, but I never read the 
books teachers told me to. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:15:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308746600263680 - #659 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @RdngTeach Colleagues like to have students write about what 
they read. But then it becomes about the writing not the reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:15:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308744524079104 - #660 
tweet details

@ratzelster @thereadingzone #titletalk I picked GR bc public lib used it last summer 
w/YA readers and bigger summer reading partiicipation than ever 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:15:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308704824991744 - #661 
tweet details

@katsok @hale27storm @katsok That could work - like the third Wednesday from 9
-11 or something. Like it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:15:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308692535681024 - #662 
tweet details

@VintageReader RT @2ndgradetchr: i just had a @donorschoose funded to give 
each of my students two NEW books for the summer :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:15:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308661002907648 - #663 
tweet details
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@MrSchuReads I encourage kids to email me over the summer, I send them 
suggestions through email, and post suggestions on the library website. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:15:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308659719446528 - #664 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @2ndgradetchr: i just had a @donorschoose funded to give 
each of my students two NEW books for the summer :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:15:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308603746467840 - #665 
tweet details

@CBethM @donalynbooks Oh yes. I have loaned books as well. And I get most of 
them back. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:15:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308595987005440 - #666 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @AndersonGL What is objective for summer reading?How can that 
obj. be assessed? Best summer rdng was online convo about the book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308585853566976 - #667 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @AndersonGL I don't think we can hold students accountable for 
their summer reading. Reinforces that reading is a school activity #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308564647157760 - #668 
tweet details

@wscalfaro Hi! I haven't been here in a while. Thinking abt having stds do a 
booktalk to their peers to encourage summer reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308565637017600 - #669 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Thinking of summer, we generate a word wall of associated 
words/feelings. We try to generate a list of titles from these. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308559467188225 - #670 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: Kim's research suggests 4-5 bks over the 
summer can prevent the slump. We make lists of at least 5 bks to rd. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308551623847936 - #671 
tweet details

@thereadingzone #titletalk I am looking forward to seeing how many of my current 
9th graders continue using goodreads over the summer 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308540341166080 - #672 
tweet details

@ALShealy schools could create "clubs" where kids choose which books they 
WANT to read - then possibly get together to discuss in fall #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308505176125440 - #673 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @PaulWHankins good to know Paul. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308501019561984 - #674 
tweet details

@2ndgradetchr i just had a @donorschoose funded to give each of my students 
two NEW books for the summer :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308473542688768 - #675 
tweet details

@trkravtin @ratzelster @trkravtin I don't know booklover either. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308453707812864 - #676 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I find it much more difficult as a school librarian, to support 
summer reading, than I did when I was classroom teacher. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308449526095874 - #677 
tweet details
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@aleaness @frankisibberson Most of them have itouch and Booklover lite is free 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308445856083968 - #678 
tweet details

@hale27storm @katsok Me too, but wondering about offering one date a month 
where they can come in and return/checkout books #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308435408064512 - #679 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @jgmac1106 i;'e set up choice for a city school system. no 
assigned rdgs and we saw increased rdg from the previous year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308430609784832 - #680 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I loan books over the summer, too. The books sit there lonely on 
the shelves, anyway. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308393678946304 - #681 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 Why not count the writing and reading of #fanfiction assummer 
reading #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308387077095424 - #682 
tweet details

@BookaliciousPam I read all summer long, but I never read the books teachers 
told me to. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:14:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308372686450688 - #683 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @MaryAnnReilly I like to build in lots of choice and you better 
believe I have multicultural, multigenre titles in there, friend. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:13:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308335373922306 - #684 
tweet details

@ratzelster @trkravtin #titletalk I'm not familiar w/booklover. What is it like? 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:13:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308328193265664 - #685 
tweet details

@trkravtin He's dreading it because two of the titles are classics: Huck Finn and 
The Scarlet Letter. <insert groan here> #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:13:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308258748178432 - #686 
tweet details

@aleaness @frankisibberson I shared the booklover app with my 9 yr old niece. 
She couldn't wait to add books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:13:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308230696669184 - #687 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Planning for summer reading is a big eye-opener for kids who see 
reading as a school job. Just having the conversation helps. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:13:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308216717053952 - #688 
tweet details

@AndersonGL One of our biggest issues for summer rding is the accountability 
piece. How do we grade/evaluate/assess summer reading? Or do we? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:13:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308198337609728 - #689 
tweet details

@ratzelster @donalynbooks #titletalk I had no idea that just 4 or 5 would do the 
trick...good to know & to pass along to parents. 
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Mon Apr 25 00:13:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308191412813824 - #690 
tweet details

@lorilovesbooks I encourage my kids to e-mail or write to me over the summer so 
we can talk about books we are reading. That is always fun. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:13:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308175021490176 - #691 
tweet details

@mtechman @frankisibberson agree. My past efforts have not worked. There's 
enough of those programs in schools, summer rdg shld = joy #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:13:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308171670241280 - #692 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir AGREE!! RT @donalynbooks w/assigned reading at forefront 
during school yr, students should read what they want during summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:13:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308166448332800 - #693 
tweet details

@CBethM Lists of books to read --> Not that I'm making those lists. They are from 
titles mentioned in class, heard from friends, etc. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:13:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308167152963584 - #694 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 I am glad to see so many people saying they allow for choice in 
summer reading #sorryclassicsdontmotivateeveryone #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:13:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308144939941888 - #695 
tweet details

@ReadersInk Garage sales and thrift stores often have great books! Wonderful way 
in warm months to find treasures. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:13:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308143371264000 - #696 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @jgmac1106 #titletalk at freshmn orientation stdnts/parents 
asked if all titles are available as ebooks. Luckily we anticipated + they are 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:13:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308141001482241 - #697 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @destinylawyer I like the email idea. May also incorporate class 
blog during summer. Does anyone offer incentives, or no? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:13:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308117626634240 - #698 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Kim's research suggests that 4-5 books over the summer can 
prevent the slump. We make lists of at least 5 books to read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:12:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308042292727808 - #699 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @PaulWHankins my only worry with a list is who it represents. 
I've seen too many lists w. mostly middle class white characters. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:12:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308031240736768 - #700 
tweet details

@ratzelster @frankisibberson #titletalk I've been GRs all yr which is like 
Shelfari...kids love it 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:12:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308016954933248 - #701 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @lindseylea I am hoping Common Core never touches summer 
reading. They probably advocate for 30 minutes after eating paradigm. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:12:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308011997270016 - #702 
tweet details

@lindseylea love watching kids read books of their choice. hate the idea of cc 
standards influencing love of reading #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:12:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308010193715200 - #703 
tweet details

@BookaliciousPam @PaulWHankins for summer reading if you really want to 
implement an enjoyment of reading you MUST look to new & fun titles. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:12:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62308004237803520 - #704 
tweet details

@trkravtin Here's the link to NGaiman's blog http://journal.neilgaiman.com/ I think it 
could work for classics for kids, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:12:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307965545353217 - #705 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I would love to explore something like Shelfari to keep kids 
reading and talking about books over summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:12:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307895731159040 - #706 
tweet details

@kaymcgriff I'm scrounging books for a summer giveway/book swap at end of 
school #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:12:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307888659574784 - #707 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 Why not build an online space for students to gather and talk about 
their summer reading. So much more authentic than page logs #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:12:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307868824698880 - #708 
tweet details

@cppotter We allow students to read what they want over summer. I create high 
interest reading lists 4 each grade & booktalk them in June #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:12:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307854429859842 - #709 
tweet details

@ratzelster #titletalk Not many even read NF where I work...last yr they avg 1 nf: 
fiction title. So we had lots ot overcome. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:11:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307827473068032 - #710 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @frankisibberson Me, either, Franki. Rewards do not help 
students develop intrinsic motivation to read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:11:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307819126407170 - #711 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I don't mean to suggest that we corral choice, but could we work 
with a list of high-interest titles/various genres? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:11:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307798909857794 - #712 
tweet details

@katsok @hale27storm I let my students sign out books over the summer and 
return to me in the fall. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:11:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307792991698945 - #713 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @hale27storm love the idea of blogging summer rdg if they want; 
should just keep class blog open so conversations could continue #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:11:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307773815328768 - #714 
tweet details

@CBethM I tend to run into students over the summer and I always ask what they're 
reading. Just like I do during the school year. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:11:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307678940176384 - #715 
tweet details
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@jgmac1106 @ratzelster I am sure. The efforts will pay off. So many students 
prefer nonfiction. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:11:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307663962316800 - #716 
tweet details

@lindseylea will common core standards will impact summer reading...moving more 
to non-fiction? what to recommend to hs students? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:11:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307657066872832 - #717 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I have been blogging about access to books on my blog this 
weekend. It is an issue. How can kids find books over the summer? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:11:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307637978607617 - #718 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly RT @hale27storm: Does anyone let students check out books 
from CR libraries throughout summer #titletalk AGREE!!! 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:11:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307638565810176 - #719 
tweet details

@ratzelster #titletalk Wondering if anyone has had luck with Goodreads as book 
clubs? 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:11:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307628411387904 - #720 
tweet details

@hale27storm Does anyone let students check out books from CR libraries 
throughout summer #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:11:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307610598195200 - #721 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I am not a fan of any incentive programs that give prizes for 
books or minutes read #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:11:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307592675917825 - #722 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @alybee930 I agree. I may try to focus on a few who I know w/b 
returning, as well as my stus who r parents-reading to their kids #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:11:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307589316280320 - #723 
tweet details

@ratzelster #titletalk I've spent whole yr getting them interested in nonfiction...now I 
fear I'll lose them over the summer 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:10:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307543954894848 - #724 
tweet details

@jgmac1106 I am constanlty wondering how ereaders will affect summer reading 
list. Can access apps on computers too #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:10:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307522555547648 - #725 
tweet details

@trkravtin I suggested to my son to listen to audible titles this summer, just like Neil 
Gaiman posted about listening to Bleak House. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:10:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307507795787776 - #726 
tweet details

@CBethM I have promoted the summer reading program at the public library. Have 
seniors this year - promoting lists of books to read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:10:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307496785739776 - #727 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: Book Whisperer blog post on summer slump 
w/ links to Jimmy Kim's research: http://bit.ly/ej6yTB #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:10:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307491144413184 - #728 
tweet details
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@MaryAnnReilly It's critically important that the suggested texts include lots of 
multicultural texts. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:10:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307454679121920 - #729 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir RT @donalynbooks: Book Whisperer blog post on summer slump 
w/ links to Jimmy Kim's research: http://bit.ly/ej6yTB #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:10:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307440787599360 - #730 
tweet details

@donalynbooks With assigned reading at the forefront during the school year, I 
feel students should read what they want during the summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:10:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307437394407424 - #731 
tweet details

@kinnick72 Me too... I don't have an effective plan! RT @hale27storm: #titletalk 
curious about how you all handle summer reading 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:10:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307424043929600 - #732 
tweet details

@verystillnorth I want to do free choice reading. But my rural students have zero 
access to books over the summer #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:10:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307369501204481 - #733 
tweet details

@jmalphy @donalynbooks I have also had my school library open during summer 
school for kids to just come in and check out books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:10:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307357539049473 - #734 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Think about it. . .how many times have we seen Summer Reading 
selections that look nothing like what is offered during the year? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:10:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307349351763968 - #735 
tweet details

@lorilovesbooks Our public librarians come in and hype up the summer reading 
program. That always gets a lot of kids on board. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:10:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307340271099904 - #736 
tweet details

@thereadingzone #titletalk the freshman team all noted their favorites out of the list 
of over 30 titles listed, hopefully helping build community 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:10:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307335544127488 - #737 
tweet details

@mtechman RT @donalynbooks: Book Whisperer blog post on summer slump w/ 
links to Jimmy Kim's research: http://bit.ly/ej6yTB #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307321002463232 - #738 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I want to create a website/resource with lots of sites that provide 
online reading for kids who don't get to library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307309124206592 - #739 
tweet details

@BookaliciousPam @PaulWHankins the school district here is working with the 
local bookstore to track and have fun with summer reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307266795282432 - #740 
tweet details

@mtechman I sent home little booklets, in the fall gave all who read 10 bks a rubber 
duckie, felt bad later about the cheap plastic #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:09:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307217910661120 - #741 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker At my school, we collaborate w/public library to spread word abt 
summer reading programs there. Assemblies in May for K-3 #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307212445487104 - #742 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Still other times, Summer Reading lists seem to carry out some 
hidden curriculum. Not to address slump but to push umph. #TItleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307204233035776 - #743 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @PaulWHankins Thanks. Would love to have a good article so I 
can weave the 'summer slump' into Article of the Week @KellyGToGo #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307197455056896 - #744 
tweet details

@hale27storm I started a blog last year for students to post their summer reading. 
Our district doesn't require summer reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307194883948544 - #745 
tweet details

@frankisibberson We work with our public library's summer program but if they 
don't have books they are dying to read, I don't think they do. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307153960116224 - #746 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic @ChocolateAir Do stdnts/prnts need resources, or on that can the 
teacher's experience be enough? That said, articles are handy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307148805308416 - #747 
tweet details

@cppotter Our PTO sponsored a summer slide workshop 4 parents and invited me 
(sch. lib.) and pub. librarian to share summer reading ideas #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307142350274560 - #748 
tweet details

@leakelley Our local library comes to advertise their programs to all grades just 
before school gets out. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307137224847361 - #749 
tweet details

@katsok Thinking of taking a walking field trip to public library this yr to get kids a 
library card. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307131361214464 - #750 
tweet details

@thereadingzone #titletalk my freshmen will be reading our 1 bk 1 class (nf) and 
then 2 YA and/or adult bks of their choice. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307128060280833 - #751 
tweet details

@lorilovesbooks Really old, but completely charming...Wolf Story by William 
McCleery. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307112386174976 - #752 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Book Whisperer blog post on summer slump w/ links to Jimmy 
Kim's research: http://bit.ly/ej6yTB #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:09:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307106488975361 - #753 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins You know, it's a bully pulpit for Summer Reading most times. Lists 
are generated. Most often adopted from some source. #TitleTalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:08:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307060875935744 - #754 
tweet details

@AndersonGL We're having free choice summer rding for the 1st time this year 
w/some classes. Tough sell to some colleagues. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:08:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307027396984833 - #755 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly i have done free choice in every district I have overseen =along w/ 
vol. book chats in libraries. works well. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:08:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62307000884793344 - #756 
tweet details

@BookaliciousPam @lindseylea the Vladamir Todd books are great for boys too. 
At the bookstore this summer we are doing a graphic novel theme. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:08:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306954135093248 - #757 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @lorilovesbooks: My first graders are loving Press Here by Herve 
Tullet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:08:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306954437083137 - #758 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins It strikes me that the last Sunday of May would be Memorial Day 
Weekend. Go, #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:08:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306858966323200 - #759 
tweet details

@jmalphy @donalynbooks I advertise public library's summer program & have also 
had students participate in Scholastic Summer Rding Chall. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:08:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306850745499648 - #760 
tweet details

@alybee930 I am here to learn. I think getting kids to read in the summer is a huge 
challenge & I haven't felt successful #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:08:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306838342930433 - #761 
tweet details

@katsok I agree, summer slump is a big issue. I ask the kids to create a list of 
books they'd like to read over the summer & try & read 4 #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:08:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306839324409856 - #762 
tweet details

@AndersonGL We're having free choice summer rding for the 1st time this year 
w/some classes. Tough sell to colleagues. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:07:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306823247638528 - #763 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks tricky for me-not many of my 
stus w/be back nxt yr-can encourage, but w/be tough to follow up #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:07:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306782860685312 - #764 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @ChocolateAir I'll favorite your tweet and we could grab articles 
after the chat. Otherwise, Mr. Hankins gets distracted (wink). #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:07:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306717748310016 - #765 
tweet details

@lindseylea hoping enough love of independent reading will spill over...new release 
by @sarahdessen for girls, mortal instruments for boys #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:07:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306713067454464 - #766 
tweet details
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@hale27storm #titletalk curious about how you all handle summer reading 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:07:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306634726252544 - #767 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly I just was a second reader for two dissertations, both focusing on 
increasing summer rdg through multicultural books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:07:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306611686944769 - #768 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Yes, we will be out of school by the last Sunday in May. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:06:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306576005996544 - #769 
tweet details

@katsok @lorilovesbooks My fifth graders, my five year old, and my eight year old 
all adored Press Here.As did every adult I shared it w/ #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:06:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306569345433600 - #770 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @lorilovesbooks: My first graders are loving Press Here by 
Herve Tullet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:06:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306524663521280 - #771 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @ChocolateAir: I think it's impt to share 'summer slump' w/students 
& parents. Anyone know a good resource/article on this? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:06:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306501309632512 - #772 
tweet details

@debrobl On the PA turnpike in the rain awaiting inspiration at #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:06:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306473815977985 - #773 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins And @donalynbooks and I know it's not summer quite yet, but the 
last Sunday in May would put some of you out of school already. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:06:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306461082058753 - #774 
tweet details

@lorilovesbooks Just got a reluctant reader hooked on Black Lagoon books. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:06:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306433630355458 - #775 
tweet details

@mtechman hi everyone, very pleased to join discussion re summer reading 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:06:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306429045964800 - #776 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir I think it's important to share 'summer slump' with students and 
parents. Anyone know a good resource/article on this? #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:05:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306322854580224 - #777 
tweet details

@donalynbooks The phenomenon of summer slump-- a decline in students' 
reading achievement between one school year & the next is well-documented 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:05:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306311941009408 - #778 
tweet details

@lorilovesbooks My first graders are loving Press Here by Herve Tullet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:05:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306313312550912 - #779 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I've been looking forward to this #titletalk for weeks! 
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Mon Apr 25 00:05:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306291464409088 - #780 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins So, let's begin. @donalynbooks, what do you think of when we 
think about summer reading in traditional sense. Not our way. . .#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:05:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306246686031873 - #781 
tweet details

@msj5ny #titletalk can't believe I'm actually here and on time! Hi from New York! 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:05:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306108076867584 - #782 
tweet details

@CBethM @donalynbooks You guys have amazing timing in scheduling these 
talks. But we all show up anyway. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:04:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306060039499776 - #783 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks I mean, in all of our conversations, who said, 
"How about the last Sunday of the month?" But here, we are. . .#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:04:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62306022370455552 - #784 
tweet details

@donalynbooks As we near the end of the school year, it's time to plan how we 
can encourage students to read over the summer. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:04:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305992758665216 - #785 
tweet details

@thereadingzone #titletalk happy that best-selling author (+ friend) Brian Christian 
is coming to speak to my kids tues. His bk is our 1 bk 1class smr rdng 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:04:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305933316980737 - #786 
tweet details

@leakelley Hi from Arizona (not Chicago). Ready to talk summer reading. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:04:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305893571756032 - #787 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Yes, this is our 8th session. and our 6th one on a holiday or major 
event (Superbowl Sunday, Academy Awards, etc.) #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:03:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305759316295680 - #788 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins First, I'd like to share that it continues to rain where I am. School 
is questionable for us in the morning. Many roads closed. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:03:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305703464939521 - #789 
tweet details

@CBethM @maryannreilly Spring seems to have arrived here also - lots of pollen - 
so I'll do my best to read posts thru swollen eyes. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:03:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305683445518336 - #790 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @gottsled Hi Deb/ thanks for the RT. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:02:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305540050657281 - #791 
tweet details

@donalynbooks It is time for this month's #titletalk. Welcome everyone! I hope you 
are enjoying a nice Easter weekend. #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:02:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305530093387776 - #792 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly hi all from Jersey where the first day of spring seems to have 
arrived:) #titletalk 
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Mon Apr 25 00:02:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305415605665794 - #793 
tweet details

@katsok Yay! It's time to begin! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:02:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305398060879872 - #794 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I want to welcome my good friend, @donalynbooks, to #TitleTalk 
tonight. I cannot believe. . .this is our 8th session. Wow! 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:02:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305342075318272 - #795 
tweet details

@alybee930 Hello everyone...yay! #titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:01:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305242334769153 - #796 
tweet details

@CBethM Whoo hoo! I am here and ready to discuss! Where are we starting? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:01:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305240791261185 - #797 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins That's 8PM EST, folks. Please note that Mr. Hankins was on time 
for #TitleTalk. Hello, friends! 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:01:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305069017735170 - #798 
tweet details

@eductwitt #titletalk Big Sweet tea and notebook ready. Bring on the summer 
reading ideas. 
 
Mon Apr 25 00:00:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62305063770669056 - #799 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @katsok: Reading Jeremy Bender vs. The Cupcake Cadets 
as I wait for #titletalk to begin. Great book! #titletalk 
 
Sun Apr 24 23:59:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62304602749542400 - #800 
tweet details

@debrobl @thereadingzone Also trying to follow #titletalk from the car. Hope it 
beats the traffic and weather! 
 
Sun Apr 24 23:59:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62304582419750912 - #801 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins For the next hour, we will be doing #TitleTalk. Like the rain falling 
in s. Indiana right now, I may flood your feed. Feel free to sandbag. 
 
Sun Apr 24 23:58:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62304560710029313 - #802 
tweet details

@alybee930 So ready for #titletalk And the topic is perfect - Summer reading 
 
Sun Apr 24 23:58:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62304554821222400 - #803 
tweet details

@katsok Reading Jeremy Bender vs. The Cupcake Cadets as I wait for #titletalk to 
begin. Great book! #titletalk 
 
Sun Apr 24 23:58:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62304527256264705 - #804 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks You have about three minutes. #TitleTalk You 
know if we start using the hashtag now, they'll come running. Need a snack first. 
 
Sun Apr 24 23:58:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62304340098023424 - #805 
tweet details

@kaymcgriff Ready for my first #titletalk. Bring it on! 
 
Sun Apr 24 23:57:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62304257071788032 - #806 
tweet details
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@ReadersInk RT @donalynbooks: Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk at 8 
pm EST tonight. Our topic is promoting summer reading. #titletalk 
 
Sun Apr 24 23:57:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62304247970148352 - #807 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Five minutes until #TitleTalk with @donalynbooks and. . .well. . 
.me. And all of our super friends out there. . .let's settle in, folks. . . 
 
Sun Apr 24 23:56:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62304030973636608 - #808 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Almost missed the start of #titletalk because I was revising book 
annotations. Don't tell @paulwhankins, OK? #titletalk 
 
Sun Apr 24 23:55:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62303691989979137 - #809 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Following #titletalk from my iPhone as we drive home from 
Easter dinner. Let's see how this goes. 
 
Sun Apr 24 23:52:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62302990316486657 - #810 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Going to cuddle with my favorite readers before bedtime. 
#TitleTalk with @donalynbooks in an hour. . . 
 
Sun Apr 24 23:05:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62290999958974465 - #811 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read So bummed I'm missing #titletalk tonight. :( :( :( 
 
Sun Apr 24 22:09:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62276900520853505 - #812 
tweet details

@gottsled RT @MaryAnnReilly: Between the By-Road and the Main Road: Let's 
Get Graphic (Novels) for High Schools http://t.co/zSVJj66 #titletalk #en ... 
 
Sun Apr 24 17:34:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62207913237811200 - #813 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly Between the By-Road and the Main Road: Let's Get Graphic 
(Novels) for High Schools http://t.co/zSVJj66 #titletalk #engchat 
 
Sun Apr 24 16:56:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62198332386316288 - #814 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk at 8 pm 
EST tonight. Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
 
Sun Apr 24 15:39:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62178744751767552 - #815 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @donalynbooks: Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk at 8 pm 
EST tonight. Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
 
Sun Apr 24 15:17:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62173417322983424 - #816 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk at 8 
pm EST tonight. Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
 
Sun Apr 24 14:38:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62163610817925120 - #817 
tweet details

@storiestoldinsf RT @donalynbooks: Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk at 
8 pm EST tonight. Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
 
Sun Apr 24 14:31:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62161663041867776 - #818 
tweet details

@BookJeannie RT @donalynbooks: Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk at 
8 pm EST tonight. Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
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Sun Apr 24 14:27:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62160707038351360 - #819 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk at 8 
pm EST tonight. Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
 
Sun Apr 24 14:21:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62159252239814656 - #820 
tweet details

@mentortexts RT @donalynbooks: Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk at 8 
pm EST tonight. Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
 
Sun Apr 24 14:16:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62158071140589568 - #821 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk 
at 8 pm EST tonight. Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
 
Sun Apr 24 14:14:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62157366300381185 - #822 
tweet details

@palmeram RT @donalynbooks: Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk at 8 
pm EST tonight. Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
 
Sun Apr 24 14:13:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62157188436733952 - #823 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk at 8 pm EST tonight. 
Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
 
Sun Apr 24 14:12:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 62156996266303490 - #824 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Okay. It is starting to look a little "green" outside. 
I am going to have to unplug for a bit. Talk to you before #TitleTalk. 
 
Sat Apr 23 22:28:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 61919281662787584 - #825 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk 
tomorrow (Sunday) at 8 pm EST. Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
 
Sat Apr 23 22:13:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 61915574887915520 - #826 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Great. Now I'm all amped up. I'll need a peaceful 
read tonight. Preparing notes for tomorrow's #TitleTalk. 
 
Sat Apr 23 21:44:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 61908242644738048 - #827 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir RT @donalynbooks: Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk 
tomorrow (Sunday) at 8 pm EST. Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
 
Sat Apr 23 21:31:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 61905024321724416 - #828 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk 
tomorrow (Sunday) at 8 pm EST. Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
 
Sat Apr 23 16:49:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 61834048519155712 - #829 
tweet details

@erniec RT @MrSchuReads: RT @donalynbooks Join @paulwhankins and me for 
#TitleTalk (Sunday) 8 pm EST. Topic is promoting summer reading. #tlchat 
 
Sat Apr 23 16:26:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 61828394194702336 - #830 
tweet details

@francesblo RT @maryannreilly: Recommended Global #Books Gr 8 
http://t.co/X2Ic8Zc #engchat #midleved #titletalk #yalitchat #multicultural 
 
Sat Apr 23 16:19:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 61826556468797440 - #831 
tweet details

@morebooksplz RT @MrSchuReads: RT @donalynbooks Join @paulwhankins 
and me for #TitleTalk tomorrow (Sunday) at 8 pm EST. Our topic is promoting 
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summer ... 
 
Sat Apr 23 16:07:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 61823451752710144 - #832 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MrSchuReads: RT @donalynbooks Join @paulwhankins and me 
for #TitleTalk tomorrow (Sunday) at 8 pm EST. Our topic is promoting summer ... 
 
Sat Apr 23 16:01:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 61822085164572672 - #833 
tweet details

@scsdmedia RT @donalynbooks: Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk 
tomorrow (Sunday) at 8 pm EST. Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
 
Sat Apr 23 15:51:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 61819413208371200 - #834 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @donalynbooks Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk 
tomorrow (Sunday) at 8 pm EST. Our topic is promoting summer reading. #tlchat 
 
Sat Apr 23 15:48:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 61818839264002049 - #835 
tweet details

@gottsled RT @MaryAnnReilly: Rec. Global #Books Gr 8 http://t.co/X2Ic8Zc 
#engchat #midleved #titletalk #yalitchat #multicultural @paulWHankins @Cy ... 
 
Sat Apr 23 15:48:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 61818636968529922 - #836 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Join @paulwhankins and me for #TitleTalk tomorrow (Sunday) at 
8 pm EST. Our topic is promoting summer reading. 
 
Sat Apr 23 15:47:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 61818472556019712 - #837 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly Rec. Global #Books Gr 8 http://t.co/X2Ic8Zc #engchat #midleved 
#titletalk #yalitchat #multicultural @paulWHankins @CynLeitichSmith @tubooks 
 
Sat Apr 23 14:18:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 61796173656240128 - #838 
tweet details
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